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ABSTRACT

CHARACTERIZATION OF LACTOSE MONOLAURATE FOR ITS
ANTIMICROBIAL AND EMULSIFICATION PROPERTIES AND ITS EFFECT ON
CRYSTALLIZATION BEHAVIOR OF ANHYDROUS MILK FAT

by

Ashwini Wagh, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 2013

Major Professor: Dr. Marie K Walsh
Department: Nutrition, Dietetics and Food Science

There is a constant need of new synthetic emulsifiers in the food industry. Sugar
esters are widely used as food grade synthetic emulsifiers, amongst which sucrose esters
are the most common. Although sucrose esters are used very frequently, little is known
about the use of lactose esters in food. There is a need for characterization of lactose
esters before they can be used in foods. The objective of this study was to characterize a
lactose ester, lactose monolaurate (LML) as an antimicrobial agent on food pathogens,
evaluate its effect on 20 % oil-in-water emulsions as an emulsifier, and to explore its
effect on crystallization behavior of anhydrous milk fat.
In the first study (Chapter 3), the effect of LML was evaluated on survival of
some Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria. For Listeria monocytogenes, a
concentration of 1 mg/ml showed some inhibition in growth media whereas the cells
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were completely killed at 5 mg/ml. For Mycobacteria, an LML concentration between
0.1-1mg/ml was lethal. Scanning electron microscopy was also conducted to examine
any changes in the morphology of cells. Listeria exhibited a change in morphology and a
wrinkling effect was shown in Mycobacteria.
In the second study (Chapter 4), the effect of LML as an emulsifier was evaluated
in 20 % oil-in-water emulsions. The use level of LML was comparable to commercially
available emulsifier polysorbate 20, and produced comparable stabilization in the
emulsions upon use. In this study, an attempt was also made to optimize the synthesis of
LML with respect to the immobilized enzyme and solvent combination. It was concluded
that for 20 % oil-in-water emulsions, LML is a promising emulsifier at 0.5%.
In the third study (Chapter 5), the effect of LML was evaluated at two
concentrations on the crystallization behavior of anhydrous milk fat at two temperatures
with high and low supercooling. On application of high intensity ultrasound (HIU) to
anhydrous milk fat (AMF) at 31°C and 0.05 % LML the effect on viscosity of sample and
crystallization behavior was evaluated. It was concluded that the viscosity of AMF
decreased with the addition of 0.05% LML. The lower viscosity of anhydrous milk fat
on addition of LML could be restored with the application of HIU.
(145 pages)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT
Characterization of Lactose monolaurate for its Antimicrobial and Emulsification
Properties and its Effect on Crystallization Behavior of Anhydrous Milk Fat
Ashwini Wagh

A major class of synthetic emulsifiers used in food is sucrose esters. However, the
use of lactose esters in foods is not very well known. Lactose monolaurate was
characterized in our laboratory with respect to its antimicrobial, emulsification and fat
crystallization modifier properties. The benefits of this study were multifold. A single
compound was explored for multiple functionalities. Enzymatic synthesis and
characterization of lactose monolaurate was carried out in the laboratory using food grade
solvents. This process utilized lactose, a major byproduct of the dairy industry which is
cheaper than sucrose.
In the first study, lactose monolaurate was explored for its antimicrobial
properties against Gram-positive and Gram-negative food pathogens. Although, it was
not an effective bacteriostatic or bactericidal agent against Gram-negative bacteria, it
showed both properties against Gram-positive bacteria. In our studies conducted, LML
showed antimicrobial activity especially against Listeria monocytogenes, a notorious
food pathogen which is the third largest source of food borne illness in the United States.
It also showed antimicrobial properties against Mycobacterium tuberculosis. The
antimicrobial property was exhibited by LML in media, and its mechanism of action on
the bacteria and its effect, if actually used in foods, remains yet to be explored.
The synthesis of lactose monolaurate was also explored in greater detail with
respect to lactose solubility and enzyme activity in various solvents. It was concluded
that the yield of this compound was dependent more on the enzyme activity than the
solubility of lactose in the used solvents. The synthesized lactose monolaurate was
evaluated for its emulsification activity in 20% oil-in-water emulsions. The results
indicated that it was comparable to commercially used food grade emulsifier, sorbitan
monolaurate (polysorbate-20).
It is well known that the use of emulsifiers in bulk fats affects the crystallization
properties of bulk fat. It was seen that the use of lactose monolaurate in anhydrous milk
fat led to a significant delay (p < 0.001) in induction time at 31°C, and created less
viscous fat. On use of high intensity ultrasound during the process of crystallization, the
viscosity of the bulk fat could be restored.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

Sugar esters are used on a large scale in food industry as synthetic emulsifiers.
Sucrose monoesters have been synthesized both by chemical (Nobmann and others 2009)
and enzymatic (Habulin and others 2008) processes. The chemical synthesis produces a
variety of by products such as di- and tri- esters. However, enzymatic synthesis is more
specific yielding only monoesters. Immobilized lipases are used in order to synthesize
sugar esters in conjunction with the use of molecular sieves, which sequester water from
the medium allowing the esterification instead of hydrolytic reaction. The enzymatic
synthesis has been carried out in organic solvents and in ionic liquids and solvent free
(Pyo and Hayes 2009). The enzymatic synthesis of lactose esters has been optimized
(Walsh and others 2009). However, this compound needs to be characterized for its
potential food applications.
Sucrose esters have shown antimicrobial property against Gram-positive bacteria
and Gram-negative bacteria (Marshall and Bullerman 1994). Sucrose laurate, palmitate
and stearate were shown to be antimicrobial against spores (Shearer and others 2000).
When used in combination with other compounds such as sodium hypochlorite, sucrose
monolaurate showed strong antimicrobial activity against Escherichia coli O157:H7
(Xiao and others 2011). Related products such as sugar alcohols also showed
antimicrobial activity against Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria (Piao and others
2006). Based on these data, we explored the antimicrobial properties of synthesized
lactose monolaurate against four Gram-positive (Listeria monocytogenes, Streptococcus
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suis, Enterococcus faecalis, Mycobacterium tuberculosis) and three Gram-negative
bacteria (Escherichia coli O157:H7, Salmonella enterica serotype Typhimurium and
Klebsiella pneumoniae). The minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) of some sugar
esters has been found for certain bacteria; however, minimum bactericidal concentration
(MBC) has not been established (Habulin and others 2008). Scanning electron
microscopy has not been carried out on treated microbes to characterize any morphology
changes.
The use of surfactants, especially sucrose esters as synthetic emulsifiers in foods
is well documented (Hill and Rhode 1999). Since the enzymatic synthesis of lactose
monolaurate has been recently optimized, this compound has not been characterized for
its use as an emulsifier. The critical micellar concentration (CMC) of lactose
monolaurate was experimentally determined before being used in the 20% oil-in-water
(o/w) emulsions. The emulsion activity of lactose monolaurate was comparable to one of
the commercially available food grade emulsifiers, Tween-20.
Sugar esters change the crystallization properties of bulk fat and bulk fat blends.
It was shown by Cerdeira and others (2003) that different sucrose esters delayed or
accelerated the nucleation in bulk lipids depending on their structural analogy with the
bulk lipid. Iriat and others (2009) showed that the effect of sucrose ester depended on the
crystallization temperature. There are reports which show that high intensity ultrasound
(HIU) changes the crystallization behavior of anhydrous milk fat (Suzuki and others
2010). Based on these data, a hypothesis was formed that lactose esters and HIU in
combination may change the crystallization behavior of anhydrous milk fat (AMF).
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Hypothesis
Synthesized lactose monolaurate using commercially available immobilized
lipases can act as an antimicrobial, may act as an emulsifier and a modifier of the
crystallization behavior of anhydrous milk fat.
Objectives
1. Evaluate the effect of Lactose monolaurate on certain Gram-positive and Gramnegative bacteria.
a. Screen three Gram-positive and negative bacteria for the preliminary
effect of lactose monolaurate.
b. Determine the MIC and MBC against different isolates of one microbe
which shows maximum inhibition based on preliminary studies.
2. Evaluate the effect of lactose monolaurate on 20% oil-in-water emulsions and
optimize reuse and enzyme solvent combination for synthesis of lactose monolaurate.
a. Optimize the enzyme solvent combination for the synthesis of lactose
monolaurate and reuse one immobilized enzyme to determine its yield
over time.
b. Evaluate the emulsification capacity of lactose monolaurate compared
to Tween-20.
3. Evaluate the combined effect of lactose monolaurate and high intensity ultrasound on
crystallization properties of anhydrous milk fat.
a. Determine the induction time of nucleation in anhydrous milk fat at
different levels of lactose monolaurate and Tween-20.
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b. Apply high intensity ultrasound to evaluate the combined effect on
crystallization behavior of anhydrous milk fat.
Rationale
Although sucrose esters have been explored in detail for their use in food
products; there are hardly any reports on use of lactose esters in foods. Though there are
some studies conducted on the chemical and enzymatic synthesis of lactose esters, their
use has not been studied in detail. The current studies are focused on evaluating possible
uses of lactose esters in foods. They can be used as potential food grade emulsifiers, and
have the property to modify the crystallization behavior of bulk fat and act as
antimicrobials against food pathogens like Listeria monocytogenes.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction
This literature review will mainly present an overview on the synthesis of sugar
esters and their use in foods as emulsifiers, antimicrobial agents, and crystallization
modifiers in bulk lipids (anhydrous milk fat and blends of bulk lipids). An overview on
Listeria monocytogenes and food borne illness has been added in order to gain a better
understanding of this food pathogen.
Synthesis of Sucrose and Lactose Esters
Sugar esters are available commercially (Sisterna, The Netherlands and
Mitsubishi-Kagaku Foods Corporation, Japan) and are used in a variety of applications in
the food, pharmaceutical, and personal care industries. The methods of synthesis of sugar
esters are twofold: chemical and enzymatic. While a chemical synthesis produces a
mixture of sugar polyesters, enzymatic synthesis is more specific in terms of product.
Although, both chemical and enzymatic synthesis methods have been extensively
studied, there is still a need for a suitable non-toxic food grade solvent. The esters made
of disaccharides are biodegradable and non-toxic. Lipases have been found to be high
yielding and regioselective for the enzymatic synthesis of sugar esters (Polat and others
2006). The process of enzymatic synthesis of esters in the organic solvents is based on
the ability of lipases to catalyze the process of reverse hydrolysis, that is, the formation of
ester bonds instead of carrying out the hydrolytic reaction that is characteristic of lipases.
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Under normal reaction conditions, the reaction catalyzed by the lipase class of enzymes is
the breakdown of a triacylglycerol to respective fatty acids and glycerol molecule.
However, under low water activity in organic solutions, the process of
esterification has been shown to take place (Dudal and Lortie 2004). Although a
significant amount of research has been carried out on sucrose esters, the area of lactose
ester synthesis and optimization still needs further investigation. Sucrose esters (SE) are
classified as non-ionic surfactants and examples include sorbitan monostearate
(polysorbate 80), sucrose palmitate, and sucrose oleate. They are available in a variety of
hydrophilic-lipophilic balance (HLB) values and based on their HLB values, they are
available for use in oil-in-water and water-in-oil emulsions. Hydrophilic-lipophilic
balance is a measure of whether the surfactant used is hydrophilic verses lipophilic.
Walsh and others (2009) recently synthesized a novel sugar ester, lactose monolaurate
(LML with an HLB 16) (Fig. 2.1) that is not commercially available. The synthesis
efficiency of LML is dependent on the activity of the immobilized lipase and the type of
organic solvent used (e.g. ethanol, isopropanol, tert-amyl alcohol or acetone). LML was
synthesized with immobilized lipases in tert-amyl alcohol with lactose and vinyl laurate
as the substrates in the molar ratios of sugar: vinyl laurate as 1:3.8. Other than the use of
commercially available immobilized lipases, soluble bacterial (Enterobacter aerogens)
and fungal (Rhizopus oryzae 3562) lipases have been immobilized using novel support
prepared by amination of silica with ethanolamine followed by crosslinking with
glutaraldehyde. In this study, the fungal lipase retained about 90% of the original
activity, although the bacterial lipase retained 50% (Kumari and others 2008).
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Immobilized lipase from Candida antarctica B was used to synthesize mannosyl
myristate by Nott and others (2012), who showed that use of molecular sieved had to be
optimized for the synthesis in presence of DMSO and other solvents. Fructose, sucrose
and lactose oleic acid esters were also produced using soluble lipases immobilized on
chitosan gels with chemical activation, which were used as emulsifiers in coconut milk
(Neta and others 2012).
While Xiao and others (2005) demonstrated that ultrasound did not change the
character or the selectivity of synthesis of ester production, ultrasound irradiation was
used to increase the dissolution of glucose in ionic liquids (ILs), and increase the
esterification reaction by Ha and others (2010) and Lee and others (2008) for the
synthesis of glucose laurate, caprylate and palmitate. Activated vinyl esters were used to
give rise to higher rates of production of sucrose palmitate using methyl, ethyl and vinyl
palmitate production (Ryes-Duarte and others 2005) using an immobilized lipase from C.
antarctica B in dry solvents.
A solvent free approach (environment friendly) has also been applied to sugar
ester synthesis by use of immobilized R. miehei lipase (LipozymeR IM, Novozymes) with
a conversion yield over 80% (Pyo and Hayes 2009). Subsequently, a two step approach
for developing a solvent free supersaturated system of 1.5-2.0 wt % saccharide that
remained stable for ≥ 10-12 hours has also been carried out. The solvent-free
suspensions were used in bioreactor systems with a packed bed reactor under continuous
recirculation. The suspensions were reformulated after every 10 hour interval. A product
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containing 88% fructose oleate was formulated using this approach, which consisted of
92% monoester (Ye and others 2010).
Application of Sugar Esters as Emulsifiers
Emulsifiers are required to increase the stability of an emulsion. Sugar esters are
an important class of non-ionic, synthetic, environment friendly emulsifiers used in the
food industry. Sugar esters are amphipathic molecules, with their hydrophobic-lipophilic
balance (HLB) values range from 0-20, which also makes them popular emulsifiers in
food (Gupta and others 1983). Sucrose fatty acid esters have a total of 8 hydroxyl groups
in the sugar moiety, leading to production of compounds ranging from sucrose mono to
octa-fatty acid esters. Out of this range of esters that can be produced, mono-, di- or triesters are used as emulsifiers in food. Depending on the number of fatty acid groups
esterified, the chemical properties of the emulsifier including the HLB value change. The
emulsification property is also determined by the length of fatty acid attached to the sugar
moiety and the degree of esterification (Hill and Rhode 1999; McClements 2005).
Sucrose esters (SE) are used in cosmetics (Hill and Rhode 1999) and as fruit
preservatives (Magae and Itoh 1998). They are also used in oral and dental care, along
with their use in drug delivery systems (Szuts and Szabo-Revesz 2012). Their use in
foods ranges from coffee creamers, liqueurs, fruit drinks and whippable toppings
(Kralova and Sjöblom 2009). Sucrose monolaurate has been used as an emulsifier alone
and in combination of di- and triesters in the food industry (Husband and others 1998;
Ferrer and others 2002). Besides SE, sorbitan esters popularly known as polysorbates or
tweens are widely used as food grade emulsifiers (Hill and Rhode 1999). Piao and
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Adachi (2006) used erythritol, ribitol, xylitol and sorbitol esters with monoacyl chains
with carbon numbers 10 to16 in preparation of oil-in-water emulsions and it was
concluded that the sugar alcohol type governed the emulsion stabilization.
Other than the HLB of emulsifiers, the critical micelle concentration (CMC) is an
important property that affects the usage levels of emulsifiers. The CMC of an emulsifier
can be measured by different methods such as the dye micellization method as used by
Patist and others (2000). This method uses the rationale of shift in wavelength maximum
(λ max) of dyes such as sudan, merocyanine, eosin and rhodamine due to presence of
micelles in emulsions. However, all the dyes do not show this inflection point which is
considered the CMC. For such emulsifiers, alternative methods of measurement of CMC
have been shown by Moulik and Hait (2001).
Foodborne Illnesses and Listeria monocytogenes
Listeria monocytogenes is a pathogenic strain of Listeria and a closely related
non-pathogenic strain, Listeria innocua is present in the same environmental niches.
Glaser and others (2001) performed sequence analysis of L. monocytogenes and L.
innocua, which revealed a close relationship to Bacillus subtilis, indicating a common
origin. Many other species of Listeria include L. ivanovii, L. welshimeri, and L. seeligeri
(Low and Donachie 1997). The organism grows well on blood or nutrient agar and in
conventional blood culture broths. On blood agar, colonies resemble β streptococci
(surrounded by a band of β hemolysin). It can be differentiated from the β streptococci
by Gram stain and motility test at 20-25°C. Listeria survives in temperatures from -10°C
to 37°C and grows best at -18 to 10°C. It may therefore be present or be transmitted to
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and survive in ready-to-eat food which is properly refrigerated. At 37°C, L.
monocytogenes ferments glucose producing lactic acid without producing gas. It is
catalase positive, and gives a positive Vogus Proskeur test. It also gives a positive Anton
test. Based on somatic (O) and flagellar antigen (H), 17 serotypes have been described
out of which 90% of the clinical isolates are constituted by 1a, 1b and 4b (Ramaswamy
and others 2007). Food-borne transmission is the predominant means of infection
although nosocomial infection and person-to-person spread are recognized but
uncommon (Low and Donachie1997).
Foodborne illness is one of the most serious worldwide problems which leads to a
loss of 14.1 billion dollars every year. There are 14 foodborne pathogens that can be held
accountable for this huge monetary loss, amongst which L. monocytogenes ranks third
only after Salmonella spp. and ranks third in the cost (2655 million dollars) of illness
(Batz and others 2011). Certain pathogen-food combinations have been identified to be
the main cause of most of the foodborne illness. According to Scallan and others (2011),
L. monocytogenes ranks 24th in illness leading to 255 cases of death annually. L.
monocytogenes is also a risk to pregnant women and the developing fetus. Congenital
listeriosis can lead to miscarriage, stillbirth and neonatal death, as well as lifelong
complications ranging from mild learning disabilities to severe mental impairment,
permanently blurry vision, neurological disorders, and paralysis (CDC) (Mead and others
1999).
There are limited numbers of pathogen-food combinations that are associated with
most of foodborne illnesses (Batz and others 2011). L. monocytogenes in deli meat
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ranked third, and L. monocytogenes in dairy products ranked fifth in the pathogen-food
combinations in terms of annual disease burden (Voetsch and others 2007). According to
the study conducted by Vestergaard (2001), L. monocytogenes may be used in challenge
studies for modified atmosphere packaged products and dairy products.
Antimicrobial Properties of Sugar Esters
Sugar fatty acid esters are commonly used as emulsifiers in foods. Sugar esters
and their derivatives also show antimicrobial properties against Gram- positive and
Gram-negative microorganism as shown in Table 2.1, which reports some conflicting
data. Some reports showed inhibition of Gram-negative bacteria (E. coli and Vibrio
parahaemolyticus) while others reported no inhibition. There are four publications on the
use of esters in food systems with inhibitory effects against some spoilage organisms and
food-borne pathogens (L. monocytogenes).
Commercial sucrose esters are used mostly in Japan in canned beverages for
inhibiting the growth of spore forming bacteria (Mitsubishi-Kagaku Food Corporation,
Japan). They are generally synthesized via immobilized lipases in an organic solvent.
The Sisterna products L70-C (sucrose laurate) and SP70-C (sucrose stearate) have
selective growth inhibiting properties and were used in some of the above listed studies
as were the Ryoto sugar esters from Mitsubishi P-1670 (sucrose palmitate).
The antimicrobial function of sugar fatty acid esters is related to their structure.
The antimicrobial activity of sugar esters is dependent on the sugar, number and type of
fatty acid esterified and the degree of esterification. Fatty acids with more than 8 carbons
have no inhibitory effect on Gram-negative bacteria. Yeasts are inhibited by fatty acids
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with 10-12 carbons. Gram-positive bacteria are less resistant to the slightly longer chain
fatty acid ester.
The exact mechanism through which the sugar esters work as an antimicrobial
compound still needs further investigation. However, various mechanisms of actions can
be speculated. The possibility of the fatty acid in the ester being incorporated in the cell
membrane of the microorganism is one explanation that has been hypothesized (Cho and
others 1990). Nobmann and others (2009) chemically synthesized several compounds
and found that the lauric ether of methyl α -D-glucopyranoside and the lauric ester of
methyl α-D-mannopyranoside had the highest growth-inhibitory effect with MIC values
of 0.04 mM against L. monocytogenes. They also found that the carbohydrate moiety is
involved in the antimicrobial activity of the fatty acid derivatives and that the nature of
the bond (ether or ester between the sugar and fatty acid) also has a significant effect on
efficacy of the ester as an antimicrobial.
In league with the antimicrobial and the microbial inhibitory property of certain
novel compounds, an interesting compound that has been studied lately as an
antimicrobial in food pathogens is Lauric arginate which has shown antimicrobial
properties against Listeria monocytogenes. Lauric arginate is a novel antimicrobial
compound, derivative of lauric acid, L-arginine and ethanol (Theinsathid and others
2012). Further investigation into the area of lactose esters as antimicrobial agents was
done as reported in chapter 3 of this dissertation.
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Effect of Emulsifiers on Crystallization of Bulk Fat
The effect of minor components on crystallization of milk fat is well documented.
Induction time of crystallization is defined as the time required for the appearance of first
detectable crystals in the melted fat. It was shown that the induction time (τ) of
crystallization was lower with triacylglycerol milk fat blends (MF-TAG). However, with
diacylglycerol milk fat blends (MF-DAG), the turbidity was not different either from
TAG-MF and MF at 15 and 20°C. It was demonstrated by Wright and others (2000) that
there was a change in the crystallization behavior based on τ, crystal polymorphism and
crystal network structure which was influenced by supercooling. Smith and others
(2011) showed that the effect of minor components on crystallization, from nucleation to
crystal growth and polymorphic behavior is dependent upon the similarity between the
bulk fat and the minor components.
The degree of supercooling also influences all these processes, which may be due
to variable activation energies. Supercooling is defined as the difference in melting
temperature (Tm) and actual temperature of fat crystallization (Tc). In hydrogenated
blend of 90% soybean and 10% cottonseed oil, addition of 0.5% palmitic acid sucrose
esters (P-170, P-195) reduced crystallization rate however, stearic acid sucrose esters (S170) yielded more solid crystals (Nasir 2001). Lauric acid sucrose ester (L-195) retarded
nucleation in a blend of 60% hydrogenated soybean oil, 30% palm oil and 10% rapeseed
oil (Yuki and others 1990).
It was shown that the co-crystallization mechanism by emulsifiers is followed if
the hydrophilic heads of sugar esters have somewhat similar structure to the bulk fat as
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shown by Cerdeira and others (2003). Nucleation behavior was modified due to the
addition of sucrose and polyglycerol esters to blended high-melting fractions of milk fat,
which was dependent on the hydrophilic head and the hydrophobic tail of the sugar ester
added. The heads with chemical similarity promoted nucleation and the chemical
similarity of the hydrophobic tail had a greater influence on nucleation than the chain
length (Cerdeira and others 2005).
The effect of sucrose esters on polymorphism and growth behavior of low transfat blends formulated with and without emulsifiers was studied by Cerdeira and others
(2006). Three sucrose esters were used for this study viz. (Palmitic SE) P-170, P-1670
and (Stearic SE) S-170. It was demonstrated that addition of palmitic esters modified
polymorphic forms in which the high melting fraction (HMF) while the P-1670 had no
effect on polymorphism. Other than emulsifiers, addition of waxes also changes the
crystallization behavior of milk fat. Previous work of Martini and others (2008) showed
that sunflower oil wax decreased the τ of crystallization at high crystallization
temperatures in anhydrous milk fat (AMF) and promoted formation of smaller crystals.
The effect of sunflower oil wax (SFOw) was evaluated on the functional properties and
crystallization behavior of anhydrous milk fat (AMF) (Kerr and others 2011).
Another processing condition to change the functional property of bulk fats is
application of high intensity ultrasound (HIU). Martini and others (2012) have
demonstrated bubble formation in the bulk fat systems, which may oscillate around
equilibrium, or collapse and dissolve in the medium to ultimately affect the
crystallization behavior of the bulk fat in the system. Ye and others (2011) showed that
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ultrasound can change the functional properties of low saturated shortenings such as
interesterified soybean oil (IESBO). An induction in onset of crystallization was
observed, with reduction of crystal size and generation of harder and more elastic
material.
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Table 2.1. Recent publications reporting the antimicrobial effects of sugar esters.
Reference
Xiao 2011

Habulin
2008

Piao 2006

Ferrer 2005

Esters
Commercial
sucrose
monolaurate
commercial
and
synthesized
sucrose and
fructose
palmitate and
laurate
Various
synthesized
erythritol and
xylitol esters
Various
synthesized
sugar esters

Organism
E. coli
0157:H7

Various Gram
positive and
negative
Various Gram
positive and
negative
Streptococcus
mutans

Watanabe
2000

Streptococcus
mutans

Shearer
2000

Medium
Spinach

Bacillus cereus Strong inhibition (75-96%)
Growth
E. coli K12
against B. cereus with sucrose media
laurate at 1% concentration at
3 days
Limited (10%) inhibitation
against E. coli with all esters

Devulapalle Maltose
2004
laurate,
maltotriose
laurate,
sucrose laurate
Yang 2003 Sucrose and
glucose esters

23 different
synthesized
sugar esters
Sucrose
laurate,
palmitate and
stearate

Effect
Strong inhibition at 10mg/ml
with sodium hypochlorite

Spoilage
organisms Z.
bailii and L
fructivorans

Bacillus and
Clostridium
spores

Strong inhibitory effect with
xylitol monolaurate against B.
cereus. All esters were
ineffective against E. coli
Sucrose and maltose laurate
inhibited Bacillus at 0.5%.
Limited inhibitation (26%)
against E. coli at 0.4%.
All esters suppressed the
growth at 0.05- 2%
concentration of esters

Growth
media
and
plates
Growth
media

1% sucrose esters of laurate,
myristate or palmitate
inhibited the growth of the
organisms in salad dressing
and were more effective than
0.1% sodium benzoate
Galactose and sucrose
laurates inhibited growth at
<0.05%
A combined treatment of
sucrose laurate (1%), 392
MPa pressure provided a 35.5 log10 DFU/ml reduction
of Bacillus in milk and beef

Salad
dressing

Growth
media
and
plates

Microbial
media
Various
foods
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Figure 2.1. Atom numbering scheme and structure of lipase synthesized LML.
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CHAPTER 3
INVESTIGATING THE EFFECT OF LACTOSE MONOLAURATE ON
PATHOGENIC AND NON-PATHOGENIC BACTERIA

Abstract
Sugar esters have a widespread application in the food and personal care industry
as surfactants and are generally used at concentrations from 1 to 10 mg/ml. The
properties of these compounds differ and are dependent on the sugar moiety and the type
of fatty acid esterified. This research explored the use of lactose monolaurate (LML) and
sucrose monolaurate (SML) as antimicrobial agents. Pathogenic and non-pathogenic
Gram-positive bacteria (Enterococcus faecalis, 4 isolates of Listeria monocytogenes,
Streptococcus suis, Mycobacterium smegmatis, Mycobacterium JLS, and Mycobacterium
KMS) and Gram-negative (Escherichia coli O157:H7, Salmonella enterica serotype
Typhimurium and Klebsiella pneumoniae) were treated with LML and SML at
concentrations from 0.01 to 5 mg/ml. The results indicate that the Gram-positive bacteria
were more susceptible to the sugar esters than the Gram-negative bacteria. Minimum
bactericidal concentrations (MBC) were determined for four isolates of L. monocytogenes
and the three Mycobacterium isolates with LML. The MBC for each L. monocytogenes
tested was between 3 and 5 mg/ml (5.7 to 9.5 mM) and the MBC for each
Mycobacterium tested was between 0.1 and 1 mg/ml (0.2 to 2 mM).
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Introduction
Sugar esters are available commercially (Sisterna, The Netherlands and
Mitsubishi-Kagaku Foods Corporation, Japan) and are used in a variety of applications in
the food, pharmaceutical, and personal care industries. They are classified as non-ionic
surfactants and examples include sorbitan monostearate (polysorbate 80), sucrose
palmitate, and sucrose oleate. They are available in a variety of hydrophilic-lipophilic
balances for use in oil-in-water and water-in-oil emulsions. We have recently
synthesized a novel sugar ester, lactose monolaurate (LML) (18) and this paper
investigates the antimicrobial activity of LML and commercially available sucrose
monolaurate (SML) against Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria.
The activity of sugar esters has been suggested to be antimicrobial (1) while other
have suggested they have just bacteriostatic (2) activity. The first antimicrobial study
using a synthesized monoester form was in 2005 (3) and the first publication to use
commercially available sugar esters with >70% monoester content was in 2008 (4).
There are conflicting data on the effectiveness of sugar esters to inhibit bacterial growth.
Some reports showed inhibition of Gram-negative bacteria (3, 5, 6) while others reported
inhibition of only Gram-positive bacteria (7, 8, 9). All published studies investigating the
activity of sugar esters only provide the minimal inhibitory concentration values (MIC);
there are no publications that determined the minimal bactericidal concentration (MBC)
of sugar esters.
Sugar fatty acid esters with fatty acid moiety greater than eight carbons are
generally ineffective against Gram-negative bacteria. Some short-chain (i.e., < 8
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carbons) sugar fatty acid esters inhibit both Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria
(10). Gram-positive bacteria are more affected by longer chain lengths in esters, with
lauric acid (C12) being the most active saturated fatty acid against most bacteria (10).
Smith et al. (11) synthesized various carbohydrate esters and found that the carbohydrate
moiety can markedly influence the microbial inhibitory activity of the fatty acid.
The microbial inhibitory mechanism of sucrose esters is not known but may be
due to the interaction of the esters with cell membranes of bacteria, causing autolysis
(12). The lytic action is assumed to be due to stimulation of autolytic enzymes rather than
to actual solubilization of bacterial cell membranes (12).
Listeriosis is a serious infection usually caused by eating food contaminated with
the Gram-positive bacterium Listeria monocytogenes. The disease primarily affects older
adults, pregnant women, newborns, and adults with weakened immune systems (13). In
the United States, an estimated 1,600 persons become seriously ill with listeriosis each
year; of these, 260 die (13). The infectious disease caused by Mycobacterium
tuberculosis affects about one-third of the world’s population. Multidrug-resistant
tuberculosis increases the serious global TB problem since it is difficult to treat with
expensive, toxic and less effective drugs. In 2008, there were 9.4 million new TB cases
and 1.8 million TB-related deaths (14).
Commercial sucrose esters are used in Japan in canned beverages at concentrations
up to 10 mg/ml for inhibiting germination of spore forming bacteria and to provide a
stable emulsion (15). We investigated the antimicrobial activity of LML and SML
against Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria. L. monocytogenes and
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Mycobacterium tuberculosis were then used to find the MBCs with LML. Scanning
electron microscopy was also conducted to look for changes in the cell surfaces after
LML treatment.
Materials and Methods
Bacterial strains. Enterococcus faecalis V538, Listeria monocytogenes EGDe
were received from Dr. Andy Benson of the University of Nebraska, Lincoln,
Streptococcus suis 89/159 was received from Dr. Richard Higgins of the University of
Montreal, Qubec, Canada, Escherichia coli O157:H7 EDL 931, Salmonella enterica
serotype Typhimurium ATCC 700720, Mycobacterium smegmatis ATCC 14468 and
Klebsiella pneumoniae ATCC 700721 were obtained from ATCC (Manassas, VA.).
Different clinical isolates of listeria (FSL J1-177, FSL N3-013, FSL R2-499 and FSL N1227) were obtained from Dr. Martin Wiedmann, director of the International Life
Sciences Institute North American Database at Cornell University. Mycobacterium JLS
and Mycobacterium KMS were isolated by Utah State University from treatment soils in
Champion International Superfund Site, Libby, Montana (16).
Materials. Materials and equipment included a microtitre well plate reader (HTS
Ole 7000), automatic environmental speedvac system (Savant), S4000 Scanning Electron
Microscope (Hitachi), 48 well microtitre well plates (Becton Dickinson), 6 well
microtitre well plate (Falcon), BHI media (BD), LB media , granulated agar (BD),
phosphate buffer saline (pH 7.4) (Thermo Fisher), spectrophotometer (Beckman), lactose
(Proliant), vinyl laurate, lipase (immobilized from Thermomyces lanuginosa) molecular
sieves (3A), 2-methyl-2-butanol (dried using 10% 3A molecular sieves), buffered
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glutaraldehyde solution, 1% osmium tetroxide, 0.1% HEPES buffer, ethanol and
hexamethyldisilazane solution were from Sigma Aldrich. Sucrose monolaurate
(SisternaTM L70C) was from Sisterna (Netherlands). Palcam media and agar
supplemented with polymixin B, acriflavine and ceftazidime were from Neogen.
Synthesis of lactose monolaurate. LML synthesis was carried out using an
immobilized lipase from Thermomyces lanuginosa under controlled conditions of
temperature (60°C) and defined ratios (1:3.8 of lactose: vinyl laurate) of the reactants in
2-methyl-2-butanol as described in (17). This ester has a molecular weight of 525 g/mole
and the structure has been previously identified (17). Purification of the lactose esters
from the synthesis reactions starts with filtration (Phenex PTFE membrane 0.45µm
syringe filters) and the solvent placed in a separatory funnel. Water, 10 ml, was added to
the reaction and allowed to separate. The water fraction contained the monoesters and
residual lactose. Additional water (10 ml) was added to remove the esters from the 2methyl-2-butanol until there were no detectable esters in the solvent. The samples were
dried in an automatic environmental speedvac system and resuspended in 50% ethanol,
50% water (50% ethanol solvent). The amount and purity of esters in the samples was
determined via HPLC. The purity of the LML using this method was over 95%. The
stock concentration of LML used for antimicrobial testing purposes was 18 mg/ml
dissolved in 50% ethanol, 50% water.
Bacterial treatment with sugar esters. Stocks (18 mg/ml) of LML and SML
and controls (50% ethanol solvent) were used. The effect of each ester was tested on six
different food pathogens (Table 3.1, 1-6). The bacteria were grown on media at the
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conditions specified in Table 3.1 at 220 rpm at 37°C. For better solubility and dispersion
of LML and SML, 0.1% tween-80 was used in the media. It was observed that the
addition of 0.1% tween-80 to cultures had no marked difference on cell growth when
compared to cultures without tween-80 (data not shown). The Listeria strains were
initially grown and plated on Palcam agar with supplements (polymixin B, acriflavine
and ceftazidime) to confirm purity and individual isolates were used for the remainder of
the study. Freezer stocks were subcultured in BHI or LB. For all ester treatments there
was a respective ethanol solvent control. Initial optical density of the cultures was 0.2 at
595 nm, which corresponded to a cfu/ml of 108 for all Listeria isolates (confirmed by
plating on BHI agar). These cells were diluted 1000 fold to attain 105 cfu/ml which were
then treated with LML and SML at concentrations of 1 mg/ml (0.1%), 0.1 mg/ml
(0.01%), 0.05 mg/ml (0.005%) and 0.01 mg/ml (0.001%). The controls contained the
same concentration of ethanol as the corresponding treatments which ranged from 10 to
22 µl. The treatments and the controls were measured on a microtitre well plate reader at
595 nm after 24 hours. The optical density was recorded at 595 nm for each treatment
and control and they were plotted against treatment concentration. Each microtitre well
plate had 6 wells for control and 6 for treatment (LML or SML at four levels) for all
bacteria. For every bacteria (Table 3.1, 1-6), each of these treatments was replicated 3
times.
Hence, for every treatment and control, there were a total of 18 wells. A paired T
test was used to compare the treatments with the controls at each treatment concentration
to determine which treatments were significantly different from the controls. The MIC
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for each compound with all bacteria was determined as the lowest concentration of the
compound at which there is no increase in the OD at 595 nm after 24 hours given the
molecular weight of both esters as 525 g/mole.
MBC determination. L. monocytogenes isolates (Table 3.1, 6-10) and the
Mycobacteria (Table 3.1, 11-13) were treated with LML at six different concentrations
(0.01 mg/ml, 0.05 mg/ml, 0.1 mg/ml, 1.0 mg/ml, 3.0 mg/ml, and 5.0 mg/ml) for Listeria
and the first 5 concentrations for Mycobacterium. Initial colony counts were 105 cfu/ml
for Listeria and 106 cfu/ml for Mycobacterium after growth at 220 rpm at 37°C. The
controls contained the same concentration of ethanol as the corresponding treatments
which ranged from 10 to 60 µl. The treatments and corresponding controls were plated
on BHI (Listeria) or LB (Mycobacteria) agar after 24 hours at appropriate dilutions in
phosphate buffer saline to obtain colony counts in the range of 30-300 colonies per plate.
The final cfu/ml was calculated using the appropriate dilution factors and the final values
reported in log10 cfu/ml. Each experiment was conducted in replicate and within each
replicate, there were triplicate samples. A paired T test was used to compare the
treatments with the controls at each treatment concentration to determine which
treatments were significantly different from the controls. The MBCs were determined
where the MBC is defined as the minimum concentration of LML in media that does not
display any colonies on BHI agar plates after 24 hours of incubation at 37°C.
SEM of Listeria and Mycobacterium. L. monocytogenes FSL N3-013 and M.
JLS were observed with SEM. The cells included 1 mg/ml LML treatment and controls.
Listeria cells were initially grown in BHI media to approach a cell count of
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approximately 105 cfu/ml. The treatments with LML and controls were carried out in 6
well plates with cover slips to aid the attachment of cells to cover slips. Likewise, M. JLS
were grown in LB medium until the optical density was 1.7 at 600 nm, which
corresponds to 108 cfu/ml. After incubating at 37°C for 24 hours, cover slips were
removed and the cells were fixed with 2% buffered glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M HEPES
buffer at pH7 for 24 h. After fixation, the samples were then rinsed three times with 0.1
M HEPES buffer for 5 min each. The post fixing procedure consisted of 1 h incubation
in 0.1 M HEPES containing 1% osmium tetroxide and three-10 min rinses in 0.1 M
HEPES buffer. Dehydration of samples was achieved by two steps. The first step was a
series of rinses in ethanol solutions (50%, 70%, and 95%), 10 min each for two times,
followed by rinsing three times with 100% ethanol. The second step was conducted by
consecutive contact (15 min each) between the samples and ethanol/
hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) solutions at different ratios (2:1, 1:1, 1:2) followed by a
HMDS rinse done three times. After overnight air drying in a fume hood, the samples
were mounted on aluminum stubs and sputtered with 10 nm gold. Electron microscopy
was conducted in a Hitachi S4000 SEM operating at 20 KV.
Results
Effect of SML and LML on bacteria growth. LML and SML were tested on
three Gram-positive bacteria (E. faecalis, L. monocytogenes EGDe, S. suis) and three
Gram-negative bacteria (E. coli O157:H7, K. pneumoniae, S. Typhimurium). The results
are shown as the average optical density of treated and untreated organisms at four
different concentrations of SML or LML (from 0.01 to 1.0 mg/ml) in media after 24
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hours. Gram-negative bacteria did not show a response change in growth in either SML
or LML compared to controls as shown in Fig. 3.1. Fig. 3.1 A and B, C and D, and E
and F show the response of SML and LML, respectively, on E. coli O157:H7, K.
pneumoniae, and S. Typhimurium of which none are affected by either ester. This
reaffirms the fact that sugar esters with fatty acid moiety more than eight carbons do not
have an effect on Gram-negative bacteria.
LML and SML were effective at inhibiting the growth of some of the Grampositive bacteria tested. Fig. 3.2 A and B show the effect of SML and LML on E.
faecalis at four different concentrations. SML does not show any effect on the OD of E.
faecalis at any concentration, however, LML shows a significant decrease at 1.0 mg/ml
which corresponds to a MIC of 2 mM. With L. monocytogenes EGDe, a food pathogen,
the results are shown in Fig. 3.2 C and D. SML and LML were effective against L.
monocytogenes EGDe at 0.1 and 1 mg/ml although there is a greater reduction in OD
with LML at 1 mg/ml. For each compound the MIC value is 0.2 mM for L.
monocytogenes EGDe. When S. suis, a pig pathogen, was treated with SML and LML
interesting results were obtained which are shown in Fig. 3.2 E and F. The response of
this pathogen to SML at all the four different concentrations was significant (MIC of 20
µM) as opposed to the effect of LML on this pathogen which gave an MIC of 0.2 mM.
The MBCs were determined with Listeria strains and M. smegmatis, M. JLS and M. KMS
with LML since preliminary data for the mycobacteria (data not shown) showed their
growth in media was also reduced (confirmed with plate counts) with LML but OD
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measurements were difficult to obtain due to the clumping of mycobacteria during cell
growth.
MBC determination for Listeria and Mycobacteria. The starting cfu for each
Listeria isolate in Fig. 3.3 was approximately 5 x 105 cfu/ml. All controls generally grew
to higher cfu counts although some controls at treatments of 3 mg/ml LML or higher did
not grow. We are assuming this is due to the concentration of ethanol. The Listeria
isolates were able to grow in the presence of LML at concentrations less than 1 mg/ml
LML. At concentrations greater than 1 mg/ml, the growth of each Listeria isolate was
less than the controls (P < 0.05). Fig. 3.3 A-E shows that each Listeria isolate (A: L.
monocytogenes EGDe; B: L. monocytogenes N1-227; C: L. monocytogenes R2-499; D: L.
monocytogenes J1-177; E: L. monocytogenes N3-013) have an MBC between 5.7 and 9.5
mM (3-5 mg/ml). L. monocytogenes R2-499 and N3-013 seem to be the most susceptible
to LML since they show a significant growth difference from the control at 0.05 mg/ml,
yet these isolates have the same MBC as the other Listeria isolates.
In Fig. 3.4 LML MBC results of three Mycobacteria strains are shown. The
starting cfu of all strains were approximately 106 cfu/ml. Each Mycobacterium strain
showed an MBC between 0.1 and 1 mg/ml (0.2 to 2 mM). M. JLS and M. KMS showed
decreased growth at LML concentrations of 0.05 mg/ml LML and higher.
Scanning electron microscopy. We conducted SEM on L. monocytogenes N3013 (Fig. 3.5) and M. KML (Fig. 3.6) cells treated with 1 mg/ml LML for 24 hours. The
control Listeria cells are normal rod shaped although some cocci were also observed (Fig.
3.5 A). Listeria in the treated (1mg/ml LML) sample (Fig. 3.5 B), were observed as cocci
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in chains. No change in cell surface was observed in Listeria with LML treatment.
Listeria has been shown to be in both cocci and rod shapes depending on the media used
(18, 19). Fig. 3.6 shows SEM on M. JLS and in Fig. 3.6 B, the cell surface appears
wrinkled compared to the control (Fig. 3.6 A).
Discussion
One recent study showed that that E. coli O157:H7 is affected by SML, especially
in the presence of sodium hypochlorite (6). These findings are in contrast to some studies
that showed sugar esters have limited effects (10-25% decrease in growth) on E. coli (3,
4). Piao et al. (8) found that various sugar esters were ineffective at inhibiting the growth
of E. coli. As mentioned previously, commercially available sugar esters are used in
foods and cosmetics as emulsifiers at concentrations up to 10 mg/ml (1% or 20 mM)
which is twice as high as the MBC determined here for Listeria isolates (between 5.7 and
9.5 mM). Our results are in agreement with other studies that investigated the effect of
various esters on Gram-positive bacteria. Streptococcus mutans, the microorganism
responsible for dental caries, was shown to be inhibited by galactose and fructose laurate
at a concentration of 0.5 mg/ml (20). Another study showed that laurate esters of
glucose, maltose, galactose, and fructose at concentrations of 20 mg/ml inhibited S.
mutans and Streptococcus sobrinus (3). Similarly, 6-O- laurylsucrose and 6-Olaurylmaltose inhibited the growth of Bacillus species at 0.8 mg/ml and of Lactobacillus
plantarum at 4 mg/ml, yet, di-laurates did not show any antimicrobial activity (6). Yang
et al. (20) showed the inhibition of Zygosaccharomyces bailii and Lactobacillus
fructivorans in salad dressing with 10 mg/ml esters of sucrose laurate and sucrose
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palmitate. Recently Nobmann et al. (5) chemically synthesized several compounds and
found that the lauric ether of methyl α -D-glucopyranoside and the lauric ester of methyl
α-D-mannopyranoside had the highest growth-inhibitory effect with MIC values of 0.04
mM against L. monocytogenes. They also found that the carbohydrate moiety is involved
in the antimicrobial activity of the fatty acid derivatives and that the nature of the bond
(ether or ester between the sugar and fatty acid) also has a significant effect on efficacy.
Mycobacteria are aerobic, nonmotile acid-fast, Gram-positive bacteria with
unique waxy cell walls. Some species of Mycobacteria are pathogenic, the most
notorious being M. tuberculosis. Some of the nonpathogenic species, such as
Mycobacterium smegmatis, are commonly used as surrogates in the preliminary research
of novel TB antibiotic development. In our study, in addition to M. smegmatis, two other
nonpathogenic mycobacterium species, M. JLS and M. KMS, were also used to test the
antimicrobial effect of LML. These mycobacteria tested here were more sensitive than L.
monocytogenes to LML with MBC values of between 0.2 mM and 2 mM. M.
tuberculosis cell wall has an arabinogalactan-mycolic acid complex layer (22). This
unique insoluble structure hinders many antibiotics to become new drugs in tuberculosis
therapy. Previous research has shown that Mycobacterium rubrum is susceptible to some
biosurfactants (e.g. mannoylerythritol lipids from Candida antarctica) and but not to
sucrose decanoate. No other studies could be found involving mycobacteria and sugar
esters (15).
We initially used an LML treatment concentration of 3 mg/ml for L.
monocytogenes, but light microscopy revealed that there were very few cells present,
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presumably due to cell death and/or lysis. Interestingly, the use of 1 mg/ml LML with M.
KLM did result in visible, but not culturable, cells. The control Listeria cells are normal
rod shaped although some cocci are observed (Fig. 3.5A). Listeria in the treated sample
(Fig. 3.5 B), are observed as cocci in chains, yet no change in cell surface was observed.
The change in morphology of Listeria from a rod to cocci has been shown to be based on
media type and presence of stress (temperature or pressure) (19). Fig. 3.6 shows SEM on
M. JLS and in Fig. 3.6 B, the cell surface appears wrinkled compared to the control (Fig.
3.6 A). Since there is no data in the literature for MBCs of sugar esters, we continued to
test LML on four additional clinical isolates of L. monocytogenes. In general for Listeria,
a concentration of 1 mg/ml showed some growth inhibition but the MBC was between 3
and 5 mg/ml. The mycobacteria tested were more sensitive to LML with a MBC between
0.1 and 1 mg/ml.
The MIC values for Listeria and Mycobacteria are within the range of the
proposed critical micelle concentration (CMC) for LML based on the CMC for SML,
which is between 0.2 to 0.8 mM (22). The MBC values for these organisms are greater
than the CMC value, therefore, concentrations greater than the CMC are needed to affect
cell growth.
From our studies it can be concluded that both SML and LML are more effective
against Gram-positive bacteria than against Gram-negative bacteria. SML greatly
inhibited S. suis at all the four tested concentrations, while LML was more effective at
inhibiting L. monocytogenes. The mechanism of action of these esters will be interesting
to study since it has not been previously reported. Sucrose esters are thought to cause
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changes in the cellular morphology of growing cells of Bacillus subtilis, which induces
an autolytic process (23). However, various mechanisms of actions can be speculated.
The possibility of the fatty acid in the ester being incorporated in the cell membrane
formation of the microorganism is one explanation that has been hypothesized (24).
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TABLE 3.1 List of microorganisms used for the study

Number

Microorganism

Designation/ ATCC

Gram

no./ serovar

reactiona

Media

1

Escherichia coli H7:O157

35150

-

LB

2

700720

-

LB

700721

-

LB

4

Salmonella enterica serotype
Typhimurium
Klebsiella pneumonia subsp.
pneumoniae
Enterococcus faecalis

700802

+

BHI

5

Streptococcus suis

89/1591

+

BHI

6

Listeria monocytogenes

EGDe

+

BHI

7

Listeria monocytogenes

FSL/J1-177

+

BHI

8

Listeria monocytogenes

FSL/N3-013

+

BHI

9

Listeria monocytogenes

FSL/N1-227

+

BHI

9

Listeria monocytogenes

FSL/R2-499

+

BHI

11

Mycobacterium smegmatis

14468

+

LB

12

Mycobacterium JLS

NAb

+

LB

13

Mycobacterium KMS

NA

+

LB

3

a

+, positive; -, negative

b

NA, not available
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FIG. 3.1 The effect of SML and LML at 0.01, 0.05, 0.1 and 1.0 mg/ml after 24 hrs on
Gram-negative bacteria. The average OD595 is given, each sample was replicated 3 times.
The black bars are the controls and the light bars are the treatments. The error bars
represent the standard deviations and the asterisks indicate a significant difference from
the control. A: E. coli with SML; B: E. coli with LML; C: K. pneumoniae with SML; D:
K. pneumoniae with LML; E: S. Typhimurium with SML; E: S. Typhimurium with LML.
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FIG. 3.2 The effect of SML and LML at 0.01, 0.05, 0.1 and 1.0 mg/ml after 24 hrs on
Gram-positive bacteria. The average OD595 is given, each sample was replicated 3 times.
The black bars are the controls and the light bars are the treatments. The error bars
represent the standard deviations and the asterisks indicate a significant difference from
the control. A: E. faecalis with SML; B: E. faecalis with LML; C: L. monocytogenes
EGDe with SML; D: L. monocytogenes EGDe with LML; E: S. suis with SML; F: S. suis
with LML.
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FIG. 3.3 Average log cfu/ml results of five isolates of L. monocytogenes at 0.01, 0.05,
0.1, 1.0, 3.0 and 5.0 mg/ml LML after 24 hrs. The black bars are the controls and the
light bars are the treatments. Each experiment was replicated and within each replicate,
there were triplicate samples. The error bars represent the standard deviations and the
asterisks indicate a significant difference from the control. A: L. monocytogenes EGDe;
B: L. monocytogenes N1-227; C: L. monocytogenes R2-499; D: L. monocytogenes J1177; E: L. monocytogenes N3-013.
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FIG. 3.4 Average log cfu/ml results of three Mycobacterium strains at 0.01, 0.05, 0.1 and
1.0 mg/ml LML after 24 hrs. The black bars are the controls and the light bars are the
treatments. Each experiment was replicated and within each replicate, there were
triplicate samples. The error bars represent the standard deviations and the asterisks
indicate a significant difference from the control. A: M. JLS; B: M. smegmatis; C: M.
KMS.
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FIG. 3.5 A. Scanning electron micrograph of L. monocytogenes N3-013 control (X3.5K).
B: Scanning electron micrograph of a L. monocytogenes N3-013 at a 1mg/ml treatment
with LML after 24 hrs (X4K).
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FIG. 3.6 A. Scanning electron micrograph of M. tuberculosis JLS control (X20K). B:
Scanning electron micrograph of M. tuberculosis JLS at a 1mg/ml treatment with LML
after 24 hrs (X15K).
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CHAPTER 4
EVALUATION OF LACTOSE MONOLAURATE AS AN EMULSIFIER IN 20%
OIL-IN-WATER EMULSIONS

Abstract
Sugar esters are a large class of synthetic emulsifiers used in the food industry.
The synthesis of lactose monolaurate (LML) was evaluated with respect to different
immobilized lipase-solvent combinations. The highest yields of LML were obtained with
ethanol and the lipase from Rhizomucor miehei. It was also demonstrated that the
enzyme could be reused over five weeks with new additions of substrates and molecular
sieves. The critical micelle concentration of LML was determined to be 0.72 mM and it
was tested as an emulsifier in 20% oil-in-water (o/w) emulsions at 0.1% (1.52 mM),
0.25% (3.81 mM) and 0.5% (7.62 mM). LML showed similar emulsification properties
as Tween-20, a commercially available emulsifier. Use of LML at 0.5% (7.62 mM) in
20% o/w emulsions led to formation of stable emulsions with the rate of destabilization
being less than 1.0 mm/day.
Practical Applications
With the introduction of new food products in the market daily, there is a need for
novel synthetic emulsifiers. Additional emphasis is laid on synthesis of such compounds
using food grade solvents and green chemistry. The enzymatic synthesis of LML utilizes
lactose as one of the substrates, which is a byproduct of dairy industry and is cheaper
than sucrose. The reaction for synthesis of LML was catalyzed by commercially
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available immobilized lipases and can be conducted in ethanol. Our results showed that
LML can be used as a food grade emulsifier in oil-in-water emulsions.
Introduction
Surfactants interact with surfaces to lower the surface tension of the system and
are used in a wide variety of applications which involve emulsification and solubility. A
wide variety of surfactants are used for these applications, some of which include alkyl
polyglycosides, sorbitan esters and methyl glucosides. These surfactants are used in
different types of personal care products such as creams, lotions, shampoos, shower
baths, styling gels, detergents and facial cleansers. They are also used in
pharmaceuticals, explosives, and foods (Hill and Rhode 1999). Surfactants are
commonly used in the food industry due to their emulsification properties. Lecithin from
egg yolk is a naturally occurring surfactant used in food products such as mayonnaise and
salad dressings.
Synthetic emulsifiers are also important in foods such as coffee creamers,
liqueurs, fruit drinks and whippable toppings (Kralova and Sjöblom 2009). Sugar based
esters, a class of synthetic emulsifiers (polyol surfactants) are important, as they are
environmentally friendly, and can be synthesized using renewable resources (Hill and
Rhode 1999). Their characteristic features such as rapid anaerobic and aerobic
degradation, low aquatic toxicity, high tendency to remain at oil-water interface due to a
range of hydrophile-lipophile balance (HLB) values, and high biodegradability makes
them an obvious choice as food grade emulsifiers (Holmberg et al. 2003). The use of
sugar fatty acid esters (SFAEs) in foods dates back to the mid 1950s (Becerra et al.
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2008). Other than their use as emulsifiers in foods, SFAEs are used as anticaking agents
(Voragen 1998), antimicrobials (Marshall and Bullarman 1986), antitumoral (Kato et al.
1971) and insecticidal (Puterka et al. 2003) agents. The most common SFAEs consist of
sucrose fatty acid esters (Hill and Rhode 1999). Sucrose esters consist of a hydrophilic
(sucrose) and a lipophilic (fatty acids) group, in which the most common fatty acids used
consist of lauric, myristic, palmitic, stearic and oleic (Szuts and Szabo-Revesz 2012).
The properties of sucrose esters, such as their solubility in water and their state (solid,
liquid or waxy) are determined by the degree of esterification and the nature of esterified
fatty acid (Husband et al. 1998; Garofalakis et al. 2000; Soultani et al. 2003). Sucrose
esters are used in oral and dental care products in US, and in drug delivery systems (Szuts
and Szabo-Revesz 2012). The use levels of sugar esters as emulsifiers in foods are
generally at 0.1%, not to exceed 5% in finished food products as stated in code of federal
regulation title 21 section 170.3(o)(8).
Sucrose monolaurate has been used as an emulsifier in the food industry
(Husband et al. 1998; Ferrer et al. 2002;). Lactose esters have not been explored in detail
for their use as potential emulsifiers, although their synthesis has been described and they
have been studied for their use as antimicrobial agents (Walsh et al. 2009; see Chapter 3).
Chemical synthesis of sucrose esters is well known for its low specificity, color
derivatives and side reactions due to high temperatures used. Protection group
techniques during chemical synthesis seem to be the solution to overcome some of these
drawbacks (Shi et al. 2011). Base (disodium hydrogen phosphate) catalyzed synthesis of
sucrose fatty acid esters has been carried out using dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) by
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transesterification of sucrose with caprylate, laurate, myristate and palmitate (Plou et al.
2002).
However, an option to avoid byproducts and mixtures of di- and tri- esters is
enzyme catalyzed synthesis. Sucrose and other sugar esters have been synthesized using
immobilized enzymes from various sources (Gumel et al. 2011; Nott et al. 2012). Ionic
liquids (ILs) have also been used for the synthesis of sugar esters; however the reaction
rates in the ionic liquids are lower than the conventional organic solvents due to lower
mass transfer in ILs. This limitation was overcome using ultrasound irradiation, without
any loss of enzyme stability (Lee et al. 2008). Immobilized lipases were reused over five
weeks for the synthesis of glucose esters in ILs (Ha et al. 2010). A solvent free approach
has also been applied to sugar ester synthesis by use of immobilized R. miehei lipase
(LipozymeR IM, Novozymes) with a conversion yield over 80%. However, the reaction
rate was several-fold lower than the batch mode reactions (Pyo and Hayes 2009). The
solvent free approach is valuable due to its environment friendly character.
Subsequently, a two step approach for developing a solvent free supersaturated system of
1.5-2.0 wt % saccharide that remained stable for ≥ 10-12 hours has also been carried out.
The solvent-free suspensions were used in bioreactor systems with a packed bed reactor
under continuous recirculation. The suspensions were reformulated after every 10 hour
interval. A product containing 88% fructose oleate was formulated using this approach,
which consisted of 92% monoester (Ye et al. 2010).
The critical micelle concentration (CMC) of non-ionic emulsifiers can be
determined using iodine and KI3 complex (Moulik and Hait 2001) or using different dyes
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(Patist et al. 2000; Bhagwat 2006). With different emulsifier concentrations, after the
formation of micelles, there is a shift in wavelength maximum (λmax) in the presence of
dyes such as sudan black, eosin Y, merocyanine and rhodamine (Patist et al. 2000). The
inflection point is when the dye intercalates and shows an increase in the λmax is the CMC
(Shinoda and Nakagawa 1963). CMC of an emulsifier is the minimum concentration of
an emulsifier above which the emulsifier exists as micelles. Below CMC, the compound
does not act as an effective emulsifier.
This research investigated LML synthesis with respect to the type of immobilized
lipase and type of solvent. The effect of reusing immobilized lipase on the yield of LML
was also determined.
The second objective of this research was to evaluate the emulsification ability of
LML in 20% o/w emulsions. The emulsification ability was compared to Tween-20 (Tw20), a commercially available emulsifier with a similar structure to LML. The influence
of various concentrations of emulsifiers (0.1%, 0.25%, and 0.5%) over time on emulsion
stability was evaluated. The CMC of LML was calculated.
Materials and Methods
Materials
Lactose (Proliant, Iowa, USA), molecular sieves 3A, vinyl laurate and HPLC
grade solvents (acetone, tert-amyl alcohol, isopropanol, acetonitrile, and ethanol),
immobilized lipases R. miehei (RM1) and RM2, immobilized lipase from Thermomyces
lanuginosa (TM1), immobilized lipases from Pseudomonas cepacia (PC1 and PC2) and
Candida antarctica (CA), 4-nitrophenyl myristate and EosinY and Tween-80 (Tw-80)
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were obtained from Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA. Immobilized lipase from
Thermomyces lanuginosa (TM2) was from Chiral Vision, Netherlands. Soybean oil
(SBO) was from Western Family Inc., Madison, WI, USA. Tween-20 (Tw-20) was from
Acros Organics, Thermo fisher Scientific, Fairlawn, NJ, USA. Triton X-100 was from
Mallinckrodt, Thermo fisher Scientific, Fairlawn, NJ, USA.
LML synthesis and lactose solubility in solvents
Acetone, ethanol, tert-amyl alcohol, and isopropanol were used as solvents for
different LML synthesis reactions. LML was synthesized using sugar: fatty acid molar
ratio of 1:3.8 and 30 mg/ml of immobilized enzyme as described in Walsh et al. (2009).
These samples were analyzed on a HPLC (Beckman, Brea, CA, USA) System Gold 125
Solvent Module) equipped with a Luna 5 micron C18 100Å column (250 mm x 4.6 mm,
Phenomenex, Torrance, CA, USA ) after a 7 day incubation at 60°C. The LML yield in
presence of different solvents and immobilized lipases was determined. Each enzyme
reaction was assayed in replicate and mean value was measured for each solvent.
To determine the ability to reuse the immobilized enzyme, the immobilized lipase
TM2 was used in a 60 ml reaction volume with lactose: vinyl laurate molar ratio of 1:3.8
in tert-amyl alcohol. The amount of product was assayed every seventh day and the
molecular sieves (used to sequester water from the system) were removed and enzymes
washed with tert-amyl alcohol and reused in subsequent reactions over five weeks. The
total yield of LML was reported in mg/ml and the average of duplicate samples is given.
The solubility of lactose in acetone, ethanol, isopropanol and tert-amyl alcohol was
determined using the method described in Walsh et al. (2009).
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Immobilized Lipase Assay
Immobilized lipases were evaluated for their hydrolase activity using a
spectrophotometric assay. The substrate, 4-nitrophenyl l-myristate (NPM) (0.016 g) was
dissolved in 1 ml acetonitrile, and then diluted 1:5 in acetonitrile for the working
solution. The cuvettes contained preweighed enzyme in 990 µl phosphate buffered saline
pH 7.4, to which the substrate (10 µl) was added. The assay was carried out at 410 nm in
Shimadzu Biospec 1601 (Shimadzu, Portland, OR, USA). The hydrolytic activity of the
immobilized enzymes was reported as the average of triplicate assays in Δ A/min/gram
enzyme.
CMC Measurement
The CMC values of Tw-80, Tw-20, Triton X-100 and LML were measured by the
dye micellization method using eosin Y (Patist et al. 2000). A 10 X stock solution of the
dye (0.19 mM) was prepared which was diluted to a working standard (2 X solution).
The absorbance was measured at 542 nm and 518 nm on Shimadzu Biospec 1601
(Portland, OR, USA) at surfactant concentrations between 1µM to 1mM and the CMC
was determined as described by Shinoda and Nakagawa (1963).
Emulsion Preparation and Stability
Oil-in-water emulsions were prepared with 40 g water and 10 g soybean oil
(SBO) with 0%, 0.1%, 0.25% and 0.50% emulsifier (LML or Tween-20). Each
emulsifier was stirred in 40 ml water for 15 minutes to dissolve before adding the SBO.
The water and oil phases were mixed with a high-speed blender (Ultra-turrax T25, Janke
and Kunkel, Staufen, Germany) at 18,000 rpm for five minutes and then immediately
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passed through a microfluidizer (Microfluidics Corporation, Newton, MA, USA) at 17.4
± 1.6 MPa (~25000 psi) three times. All the emulsions were prepared in triplicate and
emulsion destabilization and oil droplet size were measured from day zero (the day
emulsion was prepared) to the fourth day.
The stability of 20% oil-in-water (o/w) emulsions with the emulsifiers was
determined using turbiscan, a vertical scan macroscopic analyzer (TurbiScan MA2000,
Toulouse, France). About 5 ml of each emulsion was dispensed into 11 cm long glass
tubes to measure the change in thickness of the clarification layer in the bottom of the
tubes in mm over five days (day zero through day four) as described by Garg et al.
(2010). Each sample was evaluated individually and the replicates were pooled. The
destabilization thickness in mm for each sample was plotted against the number of days
and the slope of the scatter plot was used to determine instability of emulsions in
mm/day. A two way ANOVA for the different rates of destabilization values (mm/day)
was conducted between the type and concentrations of emulsifiers
Droplet Size Measurement and Droplet Size Distribution
The droplet diameter D (3, 2) in the emulsions was measured using a LS Beckman
Coulter droplet size analyzer (LS 230, Coulter Corporation, Miami, FL, USA) with the
polarization intensity differential scanning small fluid module. The mean droplet
diameter or Sauter mean diameter also referred here as D (3, 2) is the average volume to
surface ratio also the mean diameter of the oil droplets of the sample. Samples were
analyzed from day zero to the fourth day for a change in the droplet diameter over time.
The oil droplet measurements were taken at angular dependence of the intensity of laser
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light (λ=623.8 nm) scattered by emulsions, and then the mean oil droplet size was
generated as the surface-volume mean particle diameter as described by Garg et al.
(2010). The data obtained was analyzed using residual maximum likelihood (REML)
statistical analysis and was reported as mean ± standard deviations of D (3, 2) with respect
to the concentrations and types of emulsifiers over time. Droplet diameter distribution
curves were also obtained for each treatment and were analyzed.
Results and Discussion
LML synthesis and immobilized enzyme activities
Acetone, ethanol, tert-amyl alcohol and isopropanol were used as different
solvents to investigate the differences in yields of LML with different immobilized
lipases. Table 4.1 shows that the best overall yields, independent of lipase, were obtained
from ethanol (84.5 mg/ml) followed by acetone (71.4 mg/ml), tert-amyl alcohol (40.2
mg/ml), and isopropanol (8.0 mg/ml). Solvents play an important role in the overall
yields of the products in lipase catalyzed reaction as discussed by Castillo et al. (2003)
and Adachi and Kobayashi (2005). Independent of the solvents, RM2 gave the best yield
(37.4 mg/ml) followed by PC2 (32.6 mg/ml). In general, there was a similar yield of
LML for each enzyme in tert-amyl alcohol and in acetone except for CA in acetone. The
transesterification reactions depend on the solubility of both substrates in the solvent and
the influence of the solvent on the lipase activity. Based on the c log P values, the
solvents can be ranked in a decreasing order as ethanol (-0.235), acetone (-0.208),
isopropanol (0.074) and tert-amyl alcohol (1.3). The actual measured solubility of
lactose in these solvents in a decreasing order was tert-amyl alcohol (2500 µM), ethanol
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(2000 µM), acetone (340 µM) and isopropanol (310 µM). However, the actual yields
obtained, in a decreasing order are ethanol, acetone, tert-amyl alcohol and isopropanol.
Therefore, the yield of LML is related to the c log P value of the solvent ethanol and
acetone resulting in the highest yields followed by tert-amyl alcohol in which lactose
showed solubility.
Organic solvents are commonly used for sugar ester synthesis, which has been
explored by Walsh et al. (2010). The lipase mediated synthesis of sugar fatty acid esters
with respect to the solvents has also been studied by Gumel et al. (2011). Glucose ester
synthesis has been carried out in a mixture of ionic liquids to obtain the highest yield
using Candida antarctica type B lipase (Lee et al. 2008). Saccharide fatty acid esters
were produced by R. miehei lipase catalyzed esterification in solvent free systems at 65°C
(Ye and Hayes 2012). Use of co-solvents has been investigated in the synthesis of
mannosyl myristate, which showed that the use of pyridine and DMSO (in lower
percentages < 15% v/v) help to solubilize mannose, thus increasing the product yield
(Nott et al. 2012).
For aqueous immobilized lipase activity (hydrolase activity), the highest activity
was for PC1 (1350.0 ΔA/min/g beads) (Table 4.1) and the lowest for CA (1.1 ΔA/min/g
beads). Interestingly, the hydrolase activity of RM2 was the second lowest (17.1
ΔA/min/g beads), yet this lipase had the highest transesterification activity. Therefore,
the soluble activity of an immobilized enzyme cannot be used as an indicator of how
effectively an enzyme can be used for a transesterification reaction.
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Reusing the Enzyme
Immobilized lipase TM2 was reused over 5 weeks and the yield of LML
synthesized each week was calculated in mg/ml (Table. 4.1). The yield decreased with
each passing week as a result of reuse. Lactose, vinyl laurate, tert-amyl alcohol and
molecular sieves were replenished each week, while the enzyme support was washed in
tert-amyl alcohol and reused. The yield went down from 24.03 mg/ml in the first week to
25.0 mg/ml in the second week but dropped to 6.38 in the fifth week. Hence, the enzyme
can be reused over at least 2 weeks. This reduction in enzyme activity may be the result
of continuous addition of new molecular sieves, and washing the enzyme with tert-amyl
alcohol, which may have reduced the water activity of the enzyme. A commercially
available immobilized lipase in presence of ionic liquids (ILs) in supersaturated glucose
solution was used by Ha et al. (2010). After reusing the enzyme five times, 78% of the
initial enzyme activity was retained. Studies conducted by Kumari et al. (2008) showed
that immobilized lipases from Rhizopus oryzae 3562 and Enterobacter aerogens were
reused five times and retained almost 90% of their original activity. Solvent free
synthesis of fructose-oleic acid esters was carried out in packed fructose silica gel column
using immobilized R. miehei lipase at 65°C leading to the formation of 88% fructose
oleate out of which over 90% was monoester within a span of 6 days (Ye et al. 2010).
CMC Calculation of LML
Sucrose monolaurate has a CMC range of 0.2-0.8 mM (Vlahov et al. 1997; Polat
and Linhardt 2001). The average CMC of LML was calculated to be 0.72 mM, which is
in the reported range for sucrose monolaurate. To confirm the CMC method; we
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determined the CMC value of Tw-20 which was 0.07 mM (reported 0.042 mM), Tween80 was 0.04 mM (reported 0.028 mM) and triton X-100 was 0.07 mM (reported 0.2 mM)
(Vlahov et al. 1997; Patist et al. 2000; Moulik and Hait 2001; Becerra et al. 2008). In
preparing 20% oil-in-water (o/w) emulsions, the emulsifiers were used at concentrations
higher than the reported or the calculated CMC of LML (1.52 mM, 3.81 mM and 7.62
mM) and Tw-20 (0.65 mM, 1.63 mM and 3.26 mM). The use level of emulsifier in food
systems is always higher than the calculated/ reported CMC.
Emulsion Stability
Fig. 4.2 shows the destabilization profiles of emulsions formulated with Tw-20
(Fig. 4.2A) and LML (Fig. 4.2B). The destabilization of LML emulsions was
characterized by two clarifications, one at the bottom of the tube and one at the top of the
tube with slight creaming close to the top of the tube. Even though Tw-20 emulsions
showed a clarification at the bottom of the tube and a creaming at the top (Fig. 4.2A),
only one clarification process was observed in these samples. In addition, the creaming
observed for Tw-20 emulsions was more pronounced than the one observed for LML
emulsions.
The emulsion destabilization data (Fig. 4.3) shows the thickness in mm of the
clarification at the bottom of the tube for the emulsions plotted against days for three
different levels (0.1%, 0.25% and 0.50%) and two different types (Tw-20 and LML) of
emulsifiers. The slope of each line indicates the rate of destabilization. For a stable
emulsion, this value is less than 1.0 mm/d (Kroll 1992). Tw-20 at concentrations of 0.1%
and 0.25% produces emulsions with rates of destabilization of 1.70 mm/d and 0.84 mm/d
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(stable emulsion), respectively. LML at the same concentrations produced rates of
destabilization of 1.79 mm/d and 1.25 mm/d, respectively, which are more unstable than
the Tw-20. LML at 0.5% produced an emulsion with the rate of destabilization of 0.50
mm/d while Tw-20 at the same concentration produces a similar rate of destabilization of
0.56 mm/d. The control emulsions with no emulsifier had a high destabilization value of
5.6 mm/d. Statistical analysis indicated that concentration of emulsifier significantly
affected emulsion stability (α = 0.05) whereas emulsifier type did not affect emulsion
stability significantly (α = 0.05). Hence, the rate of destabilization in emulsion was
tenfold less (5.6 mm/d to 0.56 mm/d) using either 0.5% Tw-20 or LML.
Droplet Size Measurement and Droplet Size Distribution
Fig.4.4 shows the droplet size distribution of the emulsions with respect to
volume %. LML at the highest concentration (0.5%) on day zero shows (Fig.4.4 A)
roughly 7% of the volume of the droplets in the range of 0.5-5 µm. On day two, 10% of
the droplets were in the range of 0.5-5 µm and 2% of the droplets were in the range 5-10
µm (Fig.4.4 B). On day four, this droplet size distribution stays the same; therefore this
can be considered a stable emulsion (Fig.4.4 C). At a medium concentration of LML
(0.25%) on day zero, 6% of the droplets were in the size range of 0.5-5 µm and 2% of the
droplets were in the range of 5-10 µm (Fig. 4.4 A). On day two, 10% of the droplets
were in the range of 0.5-8 µm and 1% of the droplets were in the range of 5-10 µm
(Fig.4.4 B). On day four, a clear bimodal distribution with 9% of the droplets in the
range of 0.5-1 µm and 13% of the droplets in the range of 1-3 µm is observed (Fig. 4.4
C). As seen in Fig. 4.2, the process of creaming and clarification are responsible for a
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change in the droplet diameters. Hence, there is greater tendency for the oil droplets to
coalesce and form larger oil droplets showing a clear bimodal distribution. At the lowest
concentration of LML (0.1%), about 5.5% of the droplets were in the range of 0.5-10 µm
with a bimodal distribution of droplets in the emulsion. On day two, about 8% of the
droplets had a diameter range of 0.5-5 µm and 0.2% droplets were in the range 5-10 µm.
On day four, this distribution changed again, with 7% of the droplets in the range of 0.83.0 µm. The lowest concentration of emulsifier showed greater variability with respect to
droplet size and volume % of the droplets.
A trend was also observed in droplet size distributions using Tween-20 as the
emulsifier. At the highest concentration of Tw-20 (0.5%), 15% of the oil droplets were in
the range of 0.8-2 µm on day zero (Fig. 4.4 D). After two days, only 13% of the oil
droplets remained in this range (Fig. 4.4 E), whereas 0.8% of the droplets were in the
range of 7-8 µm. On day four, (Fig. 4.4 F) 13% of the droplets were in the range of 0.8-2
µm. At a medium concentration (0.25%) of Tw-20, a wider droplet distribution was
observed. On day zero about 9% of droplets were in the range of 0.8-7 µm, and 1% of
the droplets in the range of 0.4-0.8 µm (Fig. 4.4 D). On day two, the distribution was
similar to day zero (Fig. 4.4 E). On day four, 15% of the droplets were in the range of
0.9-5 µm and 0.6% of the droplets 7- 8 µm in size and about 3% of the droplets were in
the range of 0.5-0.7µm (Fig. 4.4 F). At the lowest concentration (0.1%) of Tw-20, about
5% of the droplets were observed in the range of 0.6-10 µm (Fig. 4.4 D). On day two
(Fig. 4.4 E), 10% of the droplets were in the size range of 0.5 µm-6 µm. and about 1.8%
of the droplets in the size range of 6.0-10 µm. On day four (Fig. 4.4 F), 7% of the
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droplets were in the range of 0.4-10 µm. With low emulsifier concentrations, there may
have not been enough emulsifier to cover the surface of the oil droplets.
The droplet diameter between 0-10 µm is in accordance with the experiments
conducted by Neta et al. (2012). It can be concluded that at a higher concentration of
emulsifier, the droplet diameter distribution is narrower, and at a lower concentration of
emulsifier, the droplet diameter distribution is wider. A change in droplet diameter
distribution is indicative of physical instability in emulsions which may be a result of
creaming, flocculation, coalescence, partial coalescence, phase inversion, and Oswald’s
ripening (Kroll, 1992).
Table 4.2 shows the mean D (3, 2) value for each sample (µm) with standard
deviations. For emulsions containing both LML and Tw-20, there was a general decrease
in oil droplet size with an increase in the concentration of emulsifier used on day zero
(but not statistically significant). A change in the D (3, 2) values in the same emulsion
over time at room temperature (23°C) can be explained by the process of creaming and
clarification as shown in Fig. 4.2. The oil droplets retain their identity when they
undergo partial coalescence or flocculation, when passed through the high turbulence of
water in the particle size analyzer, the oil droplets may break apart indicating a smaller
droplet diameter over time (Hartel and Hasenhuettl, 2008). On day zero, the droplet
diameter of emulsions containing 0.1% Tw-20 seems to be different than that containing
0.50% LML. On day four, however, all the droplet diameters at all the concentrations are
not significantly different (p > 0.05 indicated by A). This indicates that different
concentrations do not cause a variation in the droplet diameter. The droplet diameter of
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emulsions containing 0.1% Tw-20, LML and 0.5% Tw-20, LML were same over time
(same superscript x), from day zero to day four. However, the intermediate
concentrations of both the emulsifiers cause a change in the droplet diameter (x and y
superscripts). Even though the numbers are statistically different, these differences may
not be translated in differential stability of emulsions (see Appendix A- Table A1-A5).
Conclusion
The maximum yield of LML in different solvents is related to the c log P and
somewhat to the lactose solubility for tert-amyl alcohol. The highest yields were
obtained in ethanol; followed by acetone; tert-amyl alcohol and isopropanol. The
hydrolase activity of the lipase cannot be used to predict the transesterification activity in
organic solvents. On periodic replenishment of the substrates, molecular sieves and
solvent, an immobilized lipase can be used at least twice with the same yield. The CMC
of LML was determined to be 0.72 mM using dye micellization method which is within
the range reported for sucrose monolaurate (0.2-0.8 mM). At a concentration of 0.5%
LML produces stable emulsion similar to Tw-20.
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Table 4.1 Yield of LML in different enzyme solvent combinations

Number Lipase NPM
used
assay1

Acetone
amount
(mg/ml)

Ethanol
amount
(mg/ml)

1
RM1
31.6
13.2
11.0
2
RM2
17.1
13.4
13.6
3
TM1
106.0
8.7
13.1
4
TM2
210.2
11.9
9.7
5
PC1
1350.0 10.2
10.3
6
PC2
375.3
10.9
15.8
7
CA
1.1
3.2
11.0
Total
71.4
84.5
yield
for each
solvent
(mg/ml)
1
4-Nitrophenyl myristate (ΔA/min/gram of beads)

Tert
amyl
alcohol
Amount
(mg/ml)
2.6
7.8
9.2
7.2
5.2
5.8
2.3
40.2

Isopropanol Total yield
amount
for each
(mg/ml)
enzyme
(mg/ml)
NA
2.5
0.3
3.6
1.2
0.1
1.2
8.0

26.8
37.4
31.3
32.4
26.9
32.6
17.7
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Table 4.2 Average area volume mean diameter D (3,2) of emulsions prepared using Tw-20
(0.1%, 0.25% and 0.5%) and LML (0.1%, 0.25% and 0.5%) from day zero to day four
with standard deviations
Types and
Day 0
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Concentrations
Tw-20 0.1%
1.57±0.24Ax
1.49±0.27ABx 1.43±0.22Ax 1.39±0.17ABx
Tw-20 0.25% 1.29±0.13ABxy 1.52±0.22ABx 1.34±0.09Axy 1.08±0.39ABxy
Tw-20 0.50% 1.09±0.07ABx 1.13±0.03Bx 1.15±0.04Ax 1.09±0.03ABx
LML 0.1%
1.24±0.13ABx 1.30±0.06ABx 1.10±0.07Ax 0.97±0.09Bx
LML 0.25%
1.12±0.11ABy 1.76±0.20Ax 1.52±0.20Axy 1.53±0.09Axy
LML 0.50%
0.99±0.10Bx
1.06±0.14Bx 1.04±0.15Ax 0.94±0.10Bx
1
The significant differences in D 3,2 values along the columns are indicated by
superscripts A, B, C and the significant differences across rows are indicated by
superscripts x, y, z

.

Day 4
1.37±0.26Ax
0.96±0.20Ay
1.04±0.02Ax
1.10±0.15Ax
1.26±0.33Axy
0.96±0.17Ax
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Fig. 4.1 Reusing Lipase from Thermomyces lanuginosa over five weeks to calculate the
yield of LML in mg/ml. The Y axis shows mg/ml of LML synthesized and the X axis
shows number of weeks
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Fig. 4.2 Delta backscattering profiles of 0.5% Tw-20 (a) and 0.5% LML (b) as a function
of time
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0.1% LML
0.1% Tw-20

0.25% LML

0.25% Tw-20
0.5%Tw-20
0.5% LML

Fig. 4.3 Average rate of destabilization of all emulsions with three different
concentrations (0.1%, 0.25% and 0.5%) of Tween-20 and LML. The error bars indicate
standard errors. The line labeled a shows thickness change in mm in emulsion over four
days with 0.1% LML; b shows thickness change in mm in emulsion over four days with
0.1% Tw-20; c shows thickness change in mm in emulsion over four days with 0.25%
LML; d shows thickness change in mm in emulsion over four days with 0.25% Tw-20; e
shows thickness change in mm in emulsion over four days with 0.5% Tw-20 and f shows
thickness change in mm in emulsion over four days with 0.5% LML.
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Fig. 4.4 Droplet diameter (µm) distribution of different emulsions on day zero, two and
four with two different emulsifiers (LML-left panel; and Tw-20-right panel) at three
different concentrations of 0.1%, 0.25% and 0.5% A shows droplet size distribution on
day zero with 0.1% LML (◊); 0.25% LML (□) and 0.5% LML (Δ). B shows droplet size
distribution on day 2 with 0.1% LML (◊); 0.25% LML (□) and 0.5% LML (Δ). C shows
droplet size distribution on day four with 0.1% LML (◊); 0.25% LML (□) and 0.5% LML
(Δ). D shows droplet size distribution on day zero with 0.1% Tween-20 (◊); 0.25%
Tween-20 (□) and 0.5% Tween-20 on (Δ). E shows droplet size distribution on day two
with 0.1% Tween-20 (◊); 0.25% Tween-20 (□) and 0.5% Tween-20 (Δ). F shows droplet
size distribution on day four with 0.1% Tween-20 (◊); 0.25% Tween-20 (□) and 0.5%
Tween-20 (Δ)
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CHAPTER 5
EFFECT OF LACTOSE MONOLAURATE AND HIGH INTENSITY
ULTRASOUND ON CRYSTALLIZATION BEHAVIOR OF ANHYDROUS MILK
FAT

Abstract
Crystallization behavior of anhydrous milk fat (AMF) was studied with addition
of 0.025% and 0.05% lactose monolaurate (LML) synthesized using an immobilized
lipase. The crystallization behavior was studied at low supercooling (ΔT= 3°C) and high
supercooling (ΔT= 6°C). Polarized light microscopy (PLM) and laser turbidimetry
indicated a delay in crystallization behavior on addition of 0.025% and 0.05% LML or
Tween 20 (control) to AMF. The condition with greater delay in the induction time
(31°C, 0.05% LML) was selected for further analysis with an application of high
intensity ultrasound (HIU). HIU application in AMF and AMF + 0.05% LML induced
crystallization (p < 0.05) changing the induction time (τ) at 31°C from 34.20 ± 1.67 min
(AMF) and 47.07 ±1.27 min (AMF + 0.05% LML) to 23.23 ± 3.26 min (AMF) and 25.00
± 0.87 min (AMF + 0.05% LML). The melting enthalpies (ΔH) of AMF were
significantly higher (p < 0.05) for AMF + 0.05% LML while the peak temperatures (Tp)
were not different (p > 0.05). The viscosity of AMF did not change significantly (p >
0.05) on addition of 0.05% LML, but significantly increased on HIU application.
Introduction
The use of synthetic emulsifiers is widespread in the food industry. With the
advent of new foods in the market, there is a continuous need for the use of new synthetic
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emulsifiers. Sugar esters are a major class of synthetic emulsifiers used in the food
industry, amongst which, sucrose esters are the most commonly used and studied since
they have a range of hydrophilic lipophilic balance (HLB) from 0 to 20.
Lactose is a major byproduct of the dairy industry. A lactose ester (lactose
monolaurate) has been synthesized in the laboratory using immobilized lipases [1]. The
antimicrobial characteristics of these esters have been studied in media and a mechanism
of action as antimicrobial was recently hypothesized [2, 3]. Previous work in our lab
shows that LML can act as an emulsifier in 20% oil-in-water emulsions creating a stable
emulsion comparable to Tween-20. Emulsifiers are used in the food industry to stabilize
oil/water systems but also to modify the properties of bulk fat. A typical example is the
use of lecithin in chocolate. Lecithin acts as a texturizer and film former improving the
handling properties of chocolate. The effect of sucrose esters on bulk fat systems has
been well documented. The Differential Scanning Colorimeter (DSC) melting curves on
90% soybean and 10% cottonseed oil at 17°C showed that while palmitic sucrose ester
(P-170) reduced the crystallization rate, stearic sucrose ester (S-170) yielded higher
amount of solid crystals [4]. It was reported that there was a delay in crystallization
induction time (τ) on addition of sucrose esters P-170, palmitic acid sucrose ester (P1670) and S-170 to high-melting milk-fat fraction (HMF) and sunflower oil (SFO) [5].
The effect of SFO and sucrose esters (P-170, P-1670 and S-170) on crystalline
microstructure of HMF using polarized light microscopy (PLM) was studied, to reveal
smaller and more transparent crystals [6]. The effect of emulsifiers on bulk fats is
explained by two mechanisms i.e. the emulsifiers can either act as heteronuclei
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accelerating crystallization or they can co-crystallize with the bulk fat, thus delaying
nucleation and inhibiting crystal growth [7]. It was demonstrated that the cocrystallization mechanism described the effect of sucrose esters on crystallization of
HMF blends with SFO [8]. Acceleration in nucleation was demonstrated with shorter
induction time for the same supercooling. Furthermore, it was shown that addition of P170 and S-170 favored crystallization in the β’ form and the appearance of β form was
delayed [9]. The inclusion of P-170 and S-170 delayed nucleation and inhibited crystal
growth (PLM showed smaller crystals) in HMF and its blends with SFO while addition of
polyglycerol esters accelerated nucleation, giving shorter induction times with same
supercooling [10]. The effect of addition of P-170 on isothermal crystallization of HMF
and its mixtures on SFO was studied and it was shown that the effect of P-170 addition
depended on supercooling. Addition of P-170 to HMF at 29.0 ± 0.2°C retarded
crystallization while at lower temperatures it accelerated the crystallization process [11].
The physicochemical properties of foods can be changed using high intensity
ultrasound (HIU). It was demonstrated that stable polymorphic forms could be produced
in the lipid systems with HIU application [12]. The effect of HIU on AMF was
previously studied by Martini et al. [13]. This group showed that HIU was effective at
inducing crystallization when used at low supercooling (high temperatures) resulting in
samples with increased viscosity. However, a delay in crystallization was observed when
HIU was used in AMF crystallized at high supercooling (low temperatures) [14]. The
effect of HIU on the crystallization behavior of low saturated shortening such as
interesterified soybean oil (IESBO) was carried out [14]. Application of HIU to IESBO
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led to reduction of crystal size, induction in onset of crystallization and generation of
harder and more elastic material. This literature provides information about the effect of
addition of emulsifiers on bulk fats and blends, and the effect of HIU on bulk fat in
general. However, little is known about the effect of LML on bulk fats in combination
with HIU.
The objective of this research was to evaluate the effect of different
concentrations of LML on AMF crystallization and the effect of HIU application on one
blend of AMF + LML. The effects were evaluated in terms of different functional
properties such as crystallization behavior of the material, microstructure, and viscosity.
The rationale behind this experimental design is to evaluate how different processing
conditions (use of emulsifier and use of HIU), used alone and in combination can affect
the crystallization behavior of AMF.
Materials and Methods
Materials
Anhydrous milk fat (AMF) was obtained from Kraft, USA. Lactose monolaurate
(LML) was synthesized in the laboratory using immobilized lipases (Thermomyces
lanuginosa obtained from Sigma Aldrich, MO, USA) as described by Walsh et al. 2009
[1]. Tween-20 (Tw-20) was obtained from Sigma Aldrich, NJ, USA.
Methods
Sample preparation
LML or Tw-20 was dissolved in AMF at two concentrations (0.025% and 0.05%).
AMF was heated in the oven at 60°C for 30 min to allow complete melting. The
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appropriate amount of emulsifier was added to the melted AMF. Tw-20 was added to
500 grams of AMF and stirred until dissolution to obtain concentrations of 0.025 and
0.05%. LML was dissolved in AMF in the same manner described for Tw-20 but
sonication in a water bath for 40 min was used instead of agitation to allow complete
dissolution of LML.
Melting point determination
Samples were completely melted in an oven at 60°C for 30 minutes. Between 5
to 15 mg of the melted sample was added to a hermetically sealed aluminum pan and
placed in the DSC (DSC, Auto Q-20 series, TA Instruments, DE, USA). The sample was
ramped up from an initial temperature of 25°C to 60°C at 5°C/min and kept isothermal
for 30 min to allow complete melting of the sample. The sample was then cooled down
to -20°C at a cooling rate of 5°C/min from 60°C and kept isothermal for 90 min to allow
complete crystallization of the sample. The sample was then heated to 60°C at 5°C/min
and was kept isothermal for 1 min to allow for the sample to completely melt. The peak
temperature obtained from the melting profile of the samples was used to determine the
melting point of AMF and different AMF emulsifier blends.
Laser polarized light turbidimetry
AMF (100g) was melted in the oven at 80°C for 30 min and added to a double
walled crystallization glass cell maintained at a crystallization temperature (Tc) using an
external water bath. The AMF was then allowed to crystallize at Tc with a rate of
agitation of 200 rpm using a magnetic stirrer. The crystallization kinetics of the samples
was followed using a polarized laser turbidimeter as previously described [15, 16]. After
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placing the hot sample in the crystallization cell set at Tc, temperature in the sample
decreased exponentially reaching Tc at a cooling rate of 10.7 ± 2.4 °C/min. AMF
crystallization occurred after the sample reached Tc (isothermal crystallization). Ranges
of Tc from 24°C to 31°C at intervals of 0.5°C were tested for AMF while 28 and 31 °C
were used for the AMF/emulsifier blends. A thermocouple was placed in the AMF
sample to measure the temperature of the sample in the cell. Lab View Software, version
8 (National Instruments Corp, Austin, TX) was used to record the photosensor output and
the AMF temperature. Using a combination of temperature and laser signal, the
induction time (τ) of nucleation was calculated. Induction time is defined as the time
needed for the crystallization of sample in the crystallization cell after the sample reaches
the Tc. All the samples were run in triplicates and the average τ was plotted with
standard deviations at each temperature and each AMF/emulsifier blend.
High intensity ultrasound application
Samples were crystallized with and without the use of high intensity ultrasound
(HIU). HIU was applied using a 1/8 inch diameter tip (amplitude of 216 µm) for 10 sec
(Misonix S-3000 sonicator, Misonix Inc., NY, USA). HIU was applied after 10 or 15
min into the crystallization experiment. After sonication, the sample was allowed to
crystallize for a total time of 90 min. During HIU application, agitation was continued at
200 rpm using a magnetic stirrer.
Polarized light microscopy (PLM) measurement
The microstructure of the crystals obtained during the crystallization process was
evaluated using PLM. At regular intervals of time, a drop of the sample (AMF or
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AMF/emulsifier blend) was placed on a slide, covered with a cover slip, and the presence
of crystals was observed in the PLM (PLM, Olympus BX 41, Tokyo, Japan) equipped
with a digital camera (Lumenera Scientific, Infinity 2, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada)
connected to a computer. A total 200 X magnification was used.
Thermal behavior measurements
The melting profiles of the crystal networks obtained in this research were
evaluated using a DSC operating on TA universal software. Samples (5-15 mg) were
placed in hermetically sealed aluminum pans and heated from Tc to 80°C at 5°C/min.
The melting behavior of crystals was quantified using melting peak temperatures (Tp),
and melting enthalpy (ΔH). A single empty pan was employed as the reference. Each
sample was measured in triplicates and mean values and standard deviations of melting
enthalpies and peak temperatures were plotted. The samples were tempered at 25°C for
48 h and their melting enthalpies and Tp were also measured.
Measurement of viscosity
The viscosity of the samples was measured in Pa.s using a TA Instruments ARG2
Magnetic Bearing Rheometer (TA Instruments, AR-G2, DE, USA). A flow procedure
was used to measure samples’ viscosities with a shear rate from 10-3 s-1 to 300 s-1. These
were either measured immediately after 90 min of crystallization at 31°C or after
tempering at 25°C for 48 h. Different types of geometries (40 mm steel plate-994063 or
size recessed end concentric cylinders made of aluminum) with a soft bearing mode were
used for the measurements. Viscosity was measured at 31°C or 25°C. TA universal data
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analysis software was used for data analysis. The data points obtained were fitted to a
curve using Carreau fit and the apparent viscosity at 1.6x10-3 s-1 was reported.
Statistical analysis
Mean values and standard deviations or standard errors were reported and 2-way
ANOVA was carried out to evaluate significant differences (α = 0.05). A Bonferroni
post-hoc test was used to evaluate significant differences between treatments using
GraphPad Prism 5 (See Appendix B-Table B1-B12B).
Results and Discussion
Melting Point of the Materials
The melting point of AMF and different AMF emulsifier blends was determined.
The melting point of AMF was 34.0 ± 0.3°C, AMF + 0.025% LML was 33.6 ± 0.2°C,
AMF + 0.025% Tw-20 was 33.7 ± 0.2°C, AMF ± 0.05% LML was 33.8 ± 0.2°C and
AMF ± Tw-20 was 33.6 ± 0.1°C. These results suggest that the addition of emulsified
does not affect the melting point of AMF. The melting point of LML was determined to
be 122.9 ± 0.4°C. (see Appendix C- Figure C1 and Table C1)
Determination of Induction Time of Crystallization
Fig. 5.1 shows the induction time of AMF under various conditions. The three
factors that affect the induction time (τ) of AMF are temperature (Fig. 5.1a),
concentration of different emulsifiers (Fig. 5.1b), and application of HIU (Fig. 5.1c).
AMF was crystallized at temperatures between 24 and 31 °C in 0.5 °C intervals. It was
observed that when AMF crystallized at higher temperatures, longer induction times are
obtained due to the low supercooling of the system (Fig. 5.1 a). The melting point of
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AMF was determined to be 34.0 ± 0.3°C. Therefore, the degree of supercooling (TmTc=ΔT) reported in Fig. 5.1a is between 3-10 °C.
The effect of emulsifiers on the crystallization behavior of AMF was evaluated at
31 and 28 °C in order to test high (ΔT=6°C) and low supercoolings (ΔT=3°C). As
expected, all the τ at 28°C were significantly shorter than the τ at 31°C (p < 0.05). When
AMF was crystallized in the presence of emulsifiers at low supercooling (31°C), a
significant increase (p < 0.05) in the induction time of crystallization was observed
(Fig.5.1b). The mean induction time of AMF + 0.05% LML was 47.07 ± 1.27 min,
which was significantly higher amongst all the induction times (p < 0.05). This
concentration (0.05%) and type of emulsifier (LML) showed the highest delay in
induction time. Hence AMF + 0.05% LML emulsifier blend was chosen for further
analysis to evaluate the effect of HIU on this blend. No significant difference (p > 0.05)
was observed between the induction times of AMF + 0.025% LML, AMF + 0.05% Tw20, and AMF + 0.025% Tw-20. In this study, the presence of emulsifiers in the bulk fat
is counted as an impurity. The structural dissimilarity in the triacylglycerols in the AMF
and the emulsifier leads to inhibition of crystallization. This is indicated by a longer
induction time (delay in crystallization) of the samples with emulsifiers. At 28°C
however, no such effects were observed in AMF or any AMF + emulsifier blends. The
lack of difference in induction times due to emulsifier addition at lower temperatures
(higher supercoolings) is an expected result since crystallization under high supercooling
conditions result in a very chaotic crystallization. In this situation, processing conditions,
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such as the addition of emulsifier, have a smaller effect in the crystallization. A similar
behavior was previously reported by other researchers [8].
Effect of HIU on AMF and AMF/emulsifier blends
Previous research shows that HIU can be used as an additional processing tool to
modify the melting behavior, crystallization properties and microstructure of lipids [17].
Application of HIU leads to an increase in energy of the system. Due to the generation of
bubbles in the system, there is induction of primary nucleation and an induction of
crystallization. The next step of this research is to evaluate if the use of ultrasound can
counteract the delay in crystallization observed when LML is added to AMF. The
rationale behind this experiment is that different processing conditions (HIU application
and/or use of emulsifiers) will produce different effects on the crystallization behavior of
a lipid material when used alone and in combination. Therefore, considering the
significant delay in crystallization observed for AMF crystallized in the presence of
0.05% of LML at 31 °C (Fig. 5.1b) this sample was used to evaluate the effect of
sonication. On application of HIU on AMF (Fig. 5.1c), we observe a significant (p <
0.05) lower τ (changes from 34.20 ± 1.67 min to 23.23 ± 3.26 min). HIU application to
AMF + 0.05% LML at 10 min, changes the τ from 47.07 ± 1.27 min without HIU
application to 25.00 ± 0.87 min (p < 0.05). Further, if the HIU is applied at 15 min, the τ
of AMF + 0.05% LML is 17.8 min (p < 0.05). While a longer τ is observed in the sample
crystallized with emulsifier and without HIU, no significant differences (p > 0.05) were
observed in the τ of these same samples crystallized when HIU is applied at 10 min.
Both samples (AMF and AMF + 0.05% LML) showed a significantly shorter (p < 0.05)
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τ. Interestingly, AMF + 0.05% LML had a significantly lower (p < 0.05) τ than AMF
when HIU is applied at 15 min (Fig. 5.1c). Overall, the effect of HIU is more
pronounced with HIU application at 15 min than at 10 min (p < 0.05). Even though, the
addition of LML delays crystallization (longer τ), application of HIU brings down the τ
significantly for samples with or without LML and HIU application at 15 minutes (p <
0.05).
Polarized light micrographs of AMF with and
without emulsifiers at 28 and 31°C
Fig. 5.2 shows polarized light micrographs of AMF and AMF + emulsifier (Tw20 and LML) blends (0.025% and 0.05%) at 28°C (Fig. 5.2a) and 31°C (Fig. 5.2b).
Pictures shown for samples crystallized at 28°C were taken at 25 min; while pictures
shown for the 31°C condition were taken at 60 min. Fig. 5.2a shows significantly fewer
crystals in AMF samples crystallized with the addition of emulsifier. Even though
induction times of crystallization were not significantly different for AMF crystallized
with and without emulsifiers (Fig. 5.1b), the amount of crystals after 25 min is
significantly different. This suggests that the presence of Tw-20 or LML does not affect
the induction time of crystallization (nucleation) but probably affects crystal growth.
Fig. 5.2 b shows the polarized light micrographs of AMF with and without
different emulsifier concentrations (0.025% and 0.05%) crystallized at 31°C. All pictures
were taken at 60 min. Similarly to the discussion presented for the samples crystallized at
28 °C, significantly fewer crystals are observed in samples crystallized in the presence of
emulsifier. This is in accordance to the induction times reported in Fig. 5.1b, were a
significantly longer induction time was observed for the samples crystallized with
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emulsifier. These results suggests that both the induction of crystallization and the
growth might be affect when AMF is crystallized in the presence of emulsifier at 31 °C.
When comparing the amount of crystals obtained in AMF crystallized without emulsifier
(Fig. 5.2a and 2b), fewer crystals are seen when AMF is crystallized at 31°C even after
60 min at Tc. This can be explained by the fact that higher supercoolings (28 °C), and
therefore higher driving force for crystallization, generate higher number of crystals.
Polarized Light Micrographs showing effect of HIU
on crystallization of AMF and AMF + 0.05% LML
Since the highest change in τ was observed with AMF + 0.05% LML (p < 0.05)
with a Tc of 31°C, this blend was chosen for further analysis. Fig. 5.3 shows the effect of
HIU on crystallization of AMF. Pictures were taken using a polarized light microscope
at different time points during the course of crystallization (90 min). In particular,
samples were taken from the crystallization cell at 10, 25, 35, 45, 60, 70, 80, and 90 min.
There is a clear induction of crystallization by HIU application as seen in Fig. 5.3. At 35
minutes, more crystals are observed in the sample crystallized with HIU application at 15
min than with HIU application at 10 min or no HIU application. Hence, the time of HIU
application is also crucial in induction of crystallization. It was previously shown that
HIU affected crystallization of AMF at high supercooling (Tc 24-28°C) but did not affect
the induction of crystallization at extremely low supercooling (Tc 30°C) [13]. However,
the same group showed that HIU could induce the crystallization of AMF crystallized at
30 °C when HIU was applied closer to the start of crystallization. Similarly, in
interesterified soybean oil, it was shown that HIU effect could be enhanced when HIU
was applied in the presence of a small amount of crystals [14]. Our results are in
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accordance with these finding where the application of HIU at 15 min (which is closer to
the onset of crystallization for the AMF sample) is more efficient at inducing the
crystallization in the presence of emulsifier. During sonication, cavitation bubbles are
generated which act as nucleation sites for crystallization. If these bubbles are formed
too early into the crystallization process, they dissolve in the media and they cannot act as
nucleation sites. When HIU is applied closer to the crystallization time, bubbles remain
in the media long enough to act as nuclei for the lipid to crystallize. It is clear from the
data shown in this research (Fig. 5.3) that no crystals were present in AMF either at 10 or
15 min, when HIU was applied. The presence of more crystals in samples where HIU
was applied at 15 min shows that the effect of HIU is more pronounced if the application
of HIU is closer to τ.
This effect of HIU on AMF crystallization counters the crystallization delaying
effect of LML in AMF. As seen in Fig. 5.4, where all the samples are AMF + 0.05%
LML, the first crystals are observed at 45 min when samples are crystallized without HIU
application. However, when samples are crystallized with HIU at 10 and 15 min, a
significant amount of crystals is observed as soon as at 35 min. As expected, the effect of
HIU is more pronounced when applied at 15 min.
Melting profile of the crystalline networks obtained
In AMF and AMF + 0.05% LML crystallized with or
without HIU application
After determination of τ of AMF and AMF + 0.05% LML, with or without HIU
application, DSC was conducted on the samples. The DSC measurements were carried
out on samples after 90 min of crystallization (Tc = 31°C) and after tempering the
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samples at 25°C for 48 h. Fig. 5.5a shows the enthalpies (J/g) of AMF and AMF +
0.05% LML samples crystallized at 31°C without HIU, with HIU at 10 min, and with
HIU at 15 min. It also shows the enthalpies of samples after tempering at 25°C for 48 h.
The enthalpy values at 90 min of AMF samples crystallized without HIU were
significantly higher than the ones obtained for AMF crystallized in the presence of LML
(p < 0.05). This is an expected result since a delay in crystallization observed in AMF
samples crystallized with LML might result in the generation of fewer crystals with the
consequence of smaller enthalpy values. On tempering the samples at 25°C for 48 h,
there is a significant increase (p < 0.05) in enthalpy values in samples with and without
LML. This increase in enthalpy after tempering is due to the higher supercooling (ΔT =
9°C) and the generation of new crystals during storage. Interestingly, AMF crystallized
without emulsifier maintained the higher enthalpy even after tempering for 48h at 25 °C
compared to the sample crystallized with emulsifier. When samples were crystallized
with HIU applied at 10 min, the presence of emulsifier does not have an influence on
enthalpy values, however, tempering the samples at 25°C for 48 h does increase the
enthalpy significantly as expected (p < 0.05). Similar results are observed for samples
with HIU application at 15 min. As expected, HIU significantly increased the enthalpy of
samples crystallized with emulsifier and this increase in enthalpy was maintained after
tempering for 48h at 25 °C. This higher enthalpy is a direct consequence of the induction
of crystallization reported in Fig. 5.1 and 5.2. The induction in crystallization generated
more crystals, which in turn resulted in a higher enthalpy. Fig. 5.5b shows peak
temperatures (Tp) of all the samples for which ΔH was reported. No significant
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differences in Tp were observed at 90 min or 48 h in samples with respect to presence of
LML except in samples with no HIU application and with HIU application at 15 min at
48 h. The values of Tp were not significantly different with respect to presence of
emulsifier (p > 0.05). The change in Tp of AMF samples with or without LML at 48h
might be a consequence of crystalline reorganization taking place in samples due to
higher supercooling (ΔT=9°C) in the samples when tempered at 25°C.
Viscosity of the crystalline networks obtained
in AMF and AMF + 0.05% LML crystallized
with or without HIU application
Fig. 5.6 shows the viscosity of samples at 1.6x10-3 s-1shear rate. AMF with and
without HIU and with and without LML was measured at 90 min (Tc=31°C) (Fig.5.6a)
and after tempering at 25°C for 48 h (Fig. 5.6b). The viscosity of AMF without HIU at
90 min did not show a significant difference (p > 0.05) with or without LML. However,
the viscosity of AMF decreased 4.5 fold after addition of 0.05% LML to AMF. On
application of HIU at 10 or 15 min, significantly higher viscosity (p < 0.05) was observed
for AMF crystallized without LML. In addition, all samples crystallized under HIU
application were more viscous than samples crystallized without HIU at 90 min (Fig.
5.6a). However, the time of application of HIU (10 or 15 min) did not significantly affect
the viscosity values (p > 0.05). It is interesting to note that even though the addition of
emulsifier decreases the viscosity of AMF, by applying HIU this viscosity can be
partially restored.
The effect of HIU on viscosity is not carried over in samples after tempering for
48 h at 25°C (Fig. 5.6b). Viscosity values after tempering were significantly higher than
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the ones obtained after 90 min (Fig. 5.6a). After 48 h, the viscosity values of all the
samples roughly show an increase by 5 fold. All the values at 90 min are significantly
lower from all the values at 48 h. Interestingly, after tempering the samples, the values of
viscosity in samples with and without HIU and with and without LML do not show a
significant difference (p > 0.05), except the sample with HIU application at 15 min with
LML which is significantly higher from all other samples (p < 0.05). In general AMF +
0.05% LML samples with HIU application show a higher value of viscosity than the ones
without LML.
Conclusion
In this study different concentrations of LML were added to AMF and the effect
of different concentrations of LML on the crystallization behavior of AMF was evaluated
using PLM. Results showed that addition of emulsifiers delayed crystallization in AMF
leading to an increase in τ. The effect of HIU was also evaluated on AMF + 0.05% LML
using PLM, DSC and viscometer. It was demonstrated that HIU led to an induction in
crystallization; with a significant decrease (p < 0.05) in the crystallization enthalpies
(ΔH) on LML addition. However, no significant differences (p > 0.05) among peak
temperatures (Tp) were observed. The viscosity of AMF decreased with addition of LML
which was restored with application of HIU.
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Fig. 5.1 The induction time of AMF at 14 different temperatures (a); the induction time
of AMF and AMF + different emulsifier blends at 31°C and 28°C is shown (b) and the
effect of HIU 10 min and 15 min at Tc of 31°C on induction time of AMF and AMF +
0.05% LML is shown (c).
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a

b

Fig. 5.2 Polarized light micrographs of AMF at a. 28°C AMF with (0.025% and 0.05%)
and without emulsifier (LML and Tw-20) captured at 25 min and b. 31°C AMF with
(0.025% and 0.05%) and without emulsifier (LML and Tw-20) captured at 60 min. The
scale bar in a and b is for 50 µm.
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Fig. 5.3 The effect of HIU on AMF at 31°C. The first panel shows AMF without HIU
application. The second panel shows AMF with HIU application at 10 min and the third
panel shows AMF with HIU application at 15 min. The scale = 50 µm
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Fig. 5.4 Effect of HIU on AMF/LML blend at 31°C. The first panel shows AMF/LML
without HIU application. The second panel shows AMF/LML blend with HIU
application at 10 min and the third panel shows AMF/LML blend with HIU application at
15 min. The = 50 µm.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS

Synthesized LML acts as an antimicrobial against the Gram-positive bacteria, L.
monocytogenes (5.7 to 9.5 mM) and M. tuberculosis (0.2-2 mM). According to our
studies, LML was not found to be antimicrobial against the Gram-negative bacteria we
tested. This was opposed to the results reported by Xiao and others (2011), who showed
that sucrose monolaurate improves the efficacy of sodium hypochlorite against E. coli
O157:H7 in spinach. On the contrary, our data were in agreement with the studies
carried out by Yang and others (2003) on salad dressings using sucrose and
methylglucose fatty acid sucrose esters (sucrose monoesters of lauric, myristic and
palmitic acid). The inhibitory activities of sucrose monoesters at 1% concentration,
found in the studies conducted by Yang and others (2003) were comparable to our studies
which showed the antimicrobial activity against L. monocytogenes at 0.3-0.5%. In order
to estimate the use of LML in foods as potential antimicrobial agents against L.
monocytogenes, more studies need to be carried out in foods such as beef, ready to eat
foods, processed foods, and high salt foods where L. monocytogenes can survive. The
mechanism of action of LML on bacteria will be very interesting to study.
Immobilized lipases can be reused over time without a significant change in the
yield of LML for two weeks according to the results obtained from our studies. The
solvent, molecular sieves and substrates need to be replenished over time, in order to
keep the yield constant. These conclusions are in agreement with the studies conducted
by Ha and others (2010), who synthesized glucose esters in ionic liquid. The
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immobilized lipases from Rhizopus oryzae 3562 and Enterobacter aerogens were reused
five times and retained almost 90% of their original activity as reported by Kumari and
others (2008). It will be interesting to set up a continuous reactor for the synthesis of
LML.
The yield of LML is dependent on the c log P value and on the solubility of
lactose in solvents such as tert-amyl alcohol, ethanol, isopropanol and ethanol. The c log
P value is defined as the partition coefficient of a compound which is the relative
solubility of that compound in one solvent verses another solvent. Synthesis of
alternative lactose esters such as lactose monooctanoate or lactose monodecanoate can be
carried out in future in these solvents or alternative solvents with similar c log P values
and the yield determined using various commercially available immobilized lipases.
Synthesized LML has a CMC of 0.72 mM and acts as an emulsifier at a
concentration of 0.5% in 20% o/w emulsions comparable to Tw-20, a commercially
available food grade emulsifier. The calculated CMC value is comparable to the CMC of
sucrose esters 0.2 mM-0.8 mM reported by Polat and others (2006) and Vlahov and
others (1997). The destabilization in emulsions is produced due to creaming and
clarfication, produced in the emulsions due to the process of partial coalescence or
coalescence. The droplet diameters in our study were in the range of 0-10 µm with
similar results as reported by Neta and others (2012). The stable emulsions have a rate
of destabilization less than 1 mm/day (Kroll 1992). Our emulsions, prepared using 0.5%
LML (0.5 mm/day) , 0.5% Tw-20 (0.56 mm/day) and using 0.25% Tw-20 (0.84 mm/day)
produced stable emulsions. It will be interesting to see the effect of LML as emulsifier in
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a salad dressing at the above mentioned concentrations, or any other food matrix. In
future, we can also compare it to other food grade non-ionic emulsifiers and sucrose
esters which are already used as emulsifiers in the food industry.
The crystallization behavior of anhydrous milk fat (AMF) changed on addition of
emulsifier at 0.05%, which led to a significant increase in the induction time of
crystallization (τ) from 32.5 ± 1.7 to 47.1 ±1.2 at low supercooling. Polarized light
microscopy indicated a definite delay in the τ. It will be interesting to see the effect of
LML on coco butter, palm oil and other bulk fat systems. It will also be interesting to
know if LML leads to any polymorphism in AMF or any other bulk fat. Previous studies
conducted by Cerdeira and others (2006) showed a change in polymorphism in the
behavior of high-melting-fraction of AMF on addition of sucrose esters.
Use of HIU led to an induction of crystallization with a significant lowering of
crystallization enthalpy (Δ H). The process of induction in crystallization of AMF has
been demonstrated by Suzuki and others (2010). It will be interesting to see the effect of
HIU on AMF + other bulk fat blends with LML at different concentrations, the effect of
HIU on AMF + different concentrations of LML and how this effect transcends into
change in viscosity of the material.
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APPENDIX A
STATISTICS FOR CHAPTER 4
Table A 1. Mean droplet diameter with respect to time (day zero through day four)

Time

N Obs N

Mean

Std Dev

Minimum

Maximum

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------0

18

18

1.2166667

0.2240037

0.9240000

1.8130000

1

18

18

1.3772222

0.2865173

0.9380000

1.9860000

2

18

18

1.2631111

0.2190737

0.8910000

1.6860000

3

18

18

1.1655000

0.2744653

0.6570000

1.6250000

4

18

18

1.1160000

0.2358853

0.7740000

1.6200000

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Table A 2. Mean droplet diameter with respect to type of emulsifier (1 = Tw-20 and 2 =
LML)
Type N Obs N

Mean

Std Dev

Minimum

Maximum

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1

45

45

1.2626444

0.2475814

0.6570000

1.8130000

2

45

45

1.1927556

0.2699106

0.7950000

1.9860000

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table A 3. Mean droplet diameter with respect to concentration of emulsifier

Conc N Obs

N

Mean

Std Dev

Minimum

Maximum

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------0.1

30

30

1.2950333

0.2392290

0.8690000

1.8130000

0.25

30

30

1.3385333

0.2975881

0.6570000

1.9860000

0.5

30

30

1.0495333

0.1063020

0.7950000

1.2140000

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table A 4. Mean droplet diameter of each type of emulsifier with respect to time

Type

Time Obs N

N Mean

Std Dev

Minimum

Maximum

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1

0

9

9

1.3166667

0.2494624

1.0230000

1.8130000

1

9

9

1.3792222

0.2563063

1.1080000

1.7600000

2

9

9

1.3063333

0.1741788

1.1210000

1.5700000

3

9

9

1.1854444

0.2624729

0.6570000

1.4950000

4

9

9

1.1255556

0.2478090

0.7740000

1.6090000
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2

0

9

9

1.1166667

0.1479730

0.9240000

1.3510000

1

9

9

1.3752222

0.3297635

0.9380000

1.9860000

2

9

9

1.2198889

0.2597000

0.8910000

1.6860000

3

9

9

1.1455556

0.3004859

0.8440000

1.6250000

4

9

9

1.1064444

0.2379586

0.7950000

1.6200000

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table A 5. Mean droplet diameter of each type of emulsifier with respect to each
concentration
Type Conc Obs N N

Mean

Std Dev

Minimum

Maximum

------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------1

2

0.1

15 15

1.4484000

0.2125410

1.0980000

1.8130000

0.25

15 15

1.2396667

0.2811448

0.6570000

1.7600000

0.5

15 15

1.0998667

0.0500555

1.0230000

1.1870000

0.1

15 15

1.1416667

0.1515664

0.8690000

1.3550000
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0.25

15 15

1.4374000

0.2888857

0.9740000

1.9860000

0.5

15 15

0.9992000

0.1243906

0.7950000

1.2140000

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX B
STATISTICS FOR CHAPTER 5
Table B 1. ANOVA table for the effect of temperature of crystallization (Tc) and
emulsifier type and emulsifier concentration
Two-way ANOVA
Source of Variation
% of total variation P value
Interaction
2.29 < 0.0001
Temperature
95.41 < 0.0001
Emulsifier type and concentration
1.44
0.0004
Source of Variation
Df
Sum-of-squares Mean square F
Interaction
4
170
43
Temperature
1
7100
7100
Emulsifier type and concentration
4
110
27
Residual
20
64
3.2

13
2200
8.4

Table B 2A. Post hoc comparisons using Bonferroni test for effect of Tc on emulsifier
types and concentrations

Bonferroni posttests
31°C vs 28°C
Emulsifier type and concentration
Difference t
AMF
-24
0.05%LML
-39
0.025%LML
-33
0.05% Tw-20
-29
0.025% Tw-20
-29

17
27
22
20
20

P value
P<0.001
P<0.001
P<0.001
P<0.001
P<0.001

Summary
***
***
***
***
***
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Table B 2B. Post hoc comparisons using Bonferroni test for the effect of each emulsifier
type and concentration compared to each emulsifier type and concentration at 31°C and
28°C

Tc
31°C
28°C
Tc
31°C
28°C
Tc
31°C
28°C
Tc
31°C
28°C
Tc
31°C
28°C
Tc
31°C
28°C
Tc
31°C
28°C
Tc
31°C
28°C
Tc
31°C
28°C
Tc
31°C
28°C

Bonferroni posttests
AMF vs 0.05%LML
Difference t
P value
12.84
8.813 P<0.001
-1.493
1.025 P > 0.05
AMF vs 0.025%LML
Difference t
P value
7.65
5.249 P<0.001
-0.58
0.398 P > 0.05
AMF vs 0.05% Tw-20
Difference t
P value
4.927
3.38 P<0.01
0.2433
0.167 P > 0.05
AMF vs 0.025% Tw-20
Difference t
P value
3.943
2.706 P < 0.05
-0.58
0.398 P > 0.05
0.05%LML vs 0.025%LML
Difference t
P value
-5.193
3.563 P<0.01
0.9133
0.6267 P > 0.05
0.05%LML vs 0.05% Tw-20
Difference t
P value
-7.917
5.432 P<0.001
1.737
1.192 P > 0.05
0.05%LML vs 0.025% Tw-20
Difference t
P value
-8.9
6.107 P<0.001
0.9133
0.6267 P > 0.05
0.05% Tw-20 vs 0.025% Tw-20
Difference t
P value
-0.9833
0.6747 P > 0.05
-0.8233
0.5649 P > 0.05
0.025%LML vs 0.05% Tw-20
Difference t
P value
-2.723
1.869 P > 0.05
0.8233
0.5649 P > 0.05
0.025%LML vs 0.025% Tw-20
Difference t
P value
-3.707
2.543 P < 0.05
0
0 P > 0.05

Summary
***
ns
Summary
***
ns
Summary
**
ns
Summary
*
ns
Summary
**
ns
Summary
***
ns
Summary
***
ns
Summary
ns
ns
Summary
ns
ns
Summary
*
ns
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Table B 3. ANOVA table for the effect of LML and HIU application on induction time
of AMF
Two-way ANOVA
Source of Variation % of total variation P value
Interaction
11.51
0.0024
HIU
85.54 < 0.0001
LML
1.16
0.0965
Source of Variation Df
Sum-of-squares Mean square F
Interaction
2
100
51
HIU
2
760
380
LML
1
10
10
Residual
6
16
2.7

Table B 4 A. Post hoc comparisons using Bonferroni test for the effect of HIU
application at 10 min or 15 min on induction time of AMF samples with and without
0.05% LML

Bonferroni posttests
no HIU vs w HIU @ 10 min
LML
Difference t
P value Summary
no LML
-14
8.5 P<0.001 ***
w LML
-18
11 P<0.001 ***
no HIU vs w HIU @ 15 min
LML
Difference t
P value Summary
no LML
-11
6.7 P<0.01 **
w LML
-25
15 P<0.001 ***
w HIU @ 10 min vs w HIU @ 15 min
LML
Difference t
P value Summary
no LML
2.9
1.8 P > 0.05 ns
w LML
-7.2
4.4 P<0.01 **

19
140
3.9
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Table B 4 B. Post hoc comparisons using Bonferroni test for the effect of 0.05% LML on
AMF samples with HIU application at 10 min or 15 min

Bonferroni posttests
no LML vs w LML
Row Factor
Difference
t
wo HIU
7.7
4.7
w HIU at 10 min
4
2.5
w HIU at 15 min
-6.1
3.8

P value
P<0.01
P > 0.05
P < 0.05

Summary
**
ns
*

Table B 5. ANOVA table for the effect of LML and HIU application on crystallization
enthalpy of AMF and AMF + 0.05% LML

Two-way ANOVA
Source of Variation % of total variation P value
Interaction
11.97
0.0002
Emulsifier
80.36 < 0.0001
HIU
5.64
0.0003
Source of Variation Df
Sum-of-squares Mean square F
Interaction
6
26
4.4
Emulsifier
3
180
59
HIU
2
12
6.2
Residual
12
4.5
0.37

12
160
17
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Table B 6 A. Post hoc comparisons of crystallization enthalpies using Bonferroni test
between the samples with and without HIU application without LML (90 min and 48 h)
and with LML (90 min and 48 h)

LML
no LML (90)
w LML (90)
no LML (48)
w LML (48)
LML
no LML (90)
w LML (90)
no LML (48)
w LML (48)
LML
no LML (90)
w LML (90)
no LML (48)
w LML (48)

AMF vs wHIU@10min
Difference
t
P value
-0.92
1.5 P > 0.05
2.2
3.6 P < 0.05
-0.42
0.68 P > 0.05
4.8
7.9 P<0.001
AMF vs wHIU@15min
Difference
t
P value
-0.3
0.49 P > 0.05
3
5 P<0.01
-0.53
0.87 P > 0.05
4.2
7 P<0.001
wHIU@10min vs wHIU@15min
Difference
t
P value
0.61
1 P > 0.05
0.85
1.4 P > 0.05
-0.12
0.19 P > 0.05
-0.59
0.96 P > 0.05

Summary
ns
*
ns
***
Summary
ns
**
ns
***
Summary
ns
ns
ns
ns
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Table B 6 B. Post hoc comparisons of crystallization enthalpies using Bonferroni test
between the samples with and without LML crystallized for 90 min (31°C) and tempered
for 48 h (25°C) with or without HIU application

HIU
AMF
wHIU@10min
wHIU@15min
HIU
AMF
wHIU@10min
wHIU@15min
HIU
AMF
wHIU@10min
wHIU@15min
HIU
AMF
wHIU@10min
wHIU@15min
HIU
AMF
wHIU@10min
wHIU@15min
HIU
AMF
wHIU@10min
wHIU@15min

Bonferroni posttests
no LML (90) vs w LML (90)
Difference
t
P value
-3.2
5.3 P<0.001
-0.13
0.21 P > 0.05
0.1
0.17 P > 0.05
no LML (90) vs no LML (48)
Difference
t
P value
5.4
8.9 P<0.001
5.9
9.7 P<0.001
5.2
8.5 P<0.001
no LML (90) vs w LML (48)
Difference
t
P value
0.48
0.79 P > 0.05
6.2
10 P<0.001
5
8.2 P<0.001
w LML (90) vs no LML (48)
Difference
t
P value
8.7
14 P<0.001
6.1
9.9 P<0.001
5.1
8.3 P<0.001
w LML (90) vs w LML (48)
Difference
t
P value
3.7
6.1 P<0.001
6.4
10 P<0.001
4.9
8.1 P<0.001
no LML (48) vs w LML (48)
Difference
t
P value
-4.9
8.1 P<0.001
0.3
0.49 P > 0.05
-0.17
0.28 P > 0.05

Summary
***
ns
ns
Summary
***
***
***
Summary
ns
***
***
Summary
***
***
***
Summary
***
***
***
Summary
***
ns
ns
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Table B 7. ANOVA table to determine the effect of LML and/or HIU application on
peak temperatures of AMF at 90 min and 48 h

Two-way ANOVA
Source of Variation % of total variation P value
Interaction
23.8
0.1553
LML
49.93
0.0032
HIU
1.7
0.6688
Source of Variation Df
Sum-of-squares Mean square F
Interaction
6
21
3.5
LML
3
44
15
HIU
2
1.5
0.76
Residual
12
22
1.8

1.9
8.1
0.42
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Table B 8 A. Post hoc comparisons between peak temperatures of AMF with and
without LML crystallized for 90 min (31°C) and tempered for 48 h (25°C) with or
without HIU application using Bonferroni test

HIU
AMF
wHIU@10min
wHIU@15min
HIU
AMF
wHIU@10min
wHIU@15min
HIU
AMF
wHIU@10min
wHIU@15min
HIU
AMF
wHIU@10min
wHIU@15min
HIU
AMF
wHIU@10min
wHIU@15min
HIU
AMF
wHIU@10min
wHIU@15min

Bonferroni posttests
no LML (90) vs w LML (90)
Difference t
P value
0.38
0.28 P > 0.05
1
0.76 P > 0.05
0.19
0.14 P > 0.05
no LML (90) vs no LML (48)
Difference t
P value
-2.9
2.1 P > 0.05
-2
1.5 P > 0.05
-4
3 P < 0.05
no LML (90) vs w LML (48)
Difference t
P value
1.5
1.1 P > 0.05
-2.1
1.6 P > 0.05
-3.6
2.6 P > 0.05
w LML (90) vs no LML (48)
Difference t
P value
-3.3
2.4 P > 0.05
-3.1
2.3 P > 0.05
-4.2
3.1 P < 0.05
w LML (90) vs w LML (48)
Difference t
P value
1.1
0.81 P > 0.05
-3.2
2.3 P > 0.05
-3.8
2.8 P < 0.05
no LML (48) vs w LML (48)
Difference t
P value
4.4
3.2 P < 0.05
-0.09
0.067 P > 0.05
0.43
0.32 P > 0.05

Summary
ns
ns
ns
Summary
ns
ns
*
Summary
ns
ns
ns
Summary
ns
ns
*
Summary
ns
ns
*
Summary
*
ns
ns
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Table B 8 B. Post hoc comparisons between peak temperatures of AMF with and
without HIU with respect to presence of LML and crystallization for 90 min (31°C) and
tempered for 48 h (25°C) using Bonferroni test

Row Factor
no LML (90)
w LML (90)
no LML (48)
w LML (48)
Row Factor
no LML (90)
w LML (90)
no LML (48)
w LML (48)
Row Factor
no LML (90)
w LML (90)
no LML (48)
w LML (48)

Bonferroni posttests
AMF vs wHIU@10min
Difference
t
P value
0.02
0.015 P > 0.05
0.66
0.49 P > 0.05
0.87
0.64 P > 0.05
-3.6
2.7 P > 0.05
AMF vs wHIU@15min
Difference
t
P value
1
0.76 P > 0.05
0.84
0.62 P > 0.05
-0.08
0.059 P > 0.05
-4
3 P < 0.05
wHIU@10min vs wHIU@15min
Difference
t
P value
1
0.75 P > 0.05
0.18
0.13 P > 0.05
-0.95
0.7 P > 0.05
-0.43
0.32 P > 0.05

Summary
ns
ns
ns
ns
Summary
ns
ns
ns
*
Summary
ns
ns
ns
ns
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Table B 9. ANOVA table to determine the effect of LML and/or HIU application on
viscosity of AMF at 90 min and 48 h

Two-way ANOVA
Source of Variation % of total variation P value
Interaction
8.81
0.0395
LML
56.24
0.0001
HIU
30.4
0.0022
Source of Variation Df
Sum-of-squares Mean square F
Interaction
2
14000
7000
LML
1
89000
89000
HIU
2
48000
24000
Residual
6
7200
1200

5.8
74
20

Table B 10 A. Post hoc comparisons between viscosity of AMF with (@ 10 min and 15
min) and without HIU with respect to presence of LML and crystallization for 90 min
(31°C) and tempered for 48 h (25°C) using Bonferroni test

Bonferroni posttests
no LML vs w LML
HIU
Difference t
P value
AMF
-76
2.2 P > 0.05
HIU@10min
-230
6.5 P<0.01
HIU@15min
-220
6.2 P<0.01

Summary
ns
**
**
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Table B 10 B. Post hoc comparisons between viscosity of AMF samples with (@ 10 min
and @ 15 min) and without HIU in AMF samples with and without LML

Bonferroni posttests
AMF vs HIU@10min
LML
Difference t
P value
no LML
220
6.3 P<0.01
w LML
67
1.9 P > 0.05
AMF vs HIU@15min
LML
Difference t
P value
no LML
190
5.6 P<0.01
w LML
55
1.6 P > 0.05
HIU@10min vs HIU@15min
LML
Difference t
P value
no LML
-23
0.65 P > 0.05
w LML
-12
0.35 P > 0.05

Summary
**
ns
Summary
**
ns
Summary
ns
ns

Table B 11. ANOVA table to determine the effect of LML and/or HIU application on
viscosity of AMF at 90 min and 48 h

Two-way ANOVA
Source of Variation % of total variation
P value
Interaction
5.83
0.3811
LML
0.1
0.8535
HIU
78.7
0.0044
Source of Variation Df
Sum-of-squares Mean square F
Interaction
2
19000000
9300000
LML
1
300000
300000
HIU
2
250000000 130000000
Residual
6
49000000
8100000

1.1
0.037
15
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Table B 12 A. Post hoc comparisons between viscosity of AMF samples with (@ 10 min
and @ 15 min) and without HIU in AMF samples with and without LML at 48 h

Bonferroni posttests
no LML vs w LML
HIU
Difference
t
P value
AMF
-3100
1.1 P > 0.05
HIU@10min
1500
0.51 P > 0.05
HIU@15min
2600
0.92 P > 0.05

Summary
ns
ns
ns

Table B 12 B. Post hoc comparisons between viscosity of AMF samples with (@ 10 min
and @ 15 min) and without HIU in AMF samples with and without LML at 48 h

Bonferroni posttests
AMF vs HIU@10min
LML
Difference t
P value
no LML
1000
0.36 P > 0.05
w LML
5600
2 P > 0.05
AMF vs HIU@15min
LML
Difference t
P value
no LML
8000
2.8 P > 0.05
w LML
14000
4.8 P<0.01
HIU@10min vs HIU@15min
LML
Difference t
P value
no LML
7000
2.5 P > 0.05
w LML
8200
2.9 P > 0.05

Summary
ns
ns
Summary
ns
**
Summary
ns
ns
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APPENDIX C
DIFFERENTIAL SCANNING CALORIMETRY DATA
Figure C1. Representative DSC curves of LML, lauric acid and lactose

Table C1. Mean crystallization enthalpies and peak temperatures for lactose, lauric acid
and LML
Tp Peak 1

Δ H Peak 1

Tp Peak 2

Δ H Peak 2

Lactose

141.53 ± 0.15

150.30 ± 1.70

NA

NA

Lauric
acid

46.30 ± 0.28

189.00 ± 2.21

NA

NA

LML

44.67 ± 0.05

45.51 ± 6.68

123.01 ± 0.36

37.89 ± 1.00
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